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1. Introduction 

Aluminium nitride (AlN) and scandium aluminium nitride (ScxAl1-xN) are piezoelectric 

materials which are highly interesting for applications in piezoelectric microelectromechanical 

systems (piezo-MEMS). The main application of these materials is in acoustic filters for 

telecommunications, but many other MEMS devices based on them are emerging. Replacing 

some of the aluminium with scandium increases the piezoelectric properties, but it also makes 

the deposition and patterning of the films more challenging. The aim of this thesis was to 

develop a patterning process for ScxAl1-xN. 

The literature review starts with a discussion on the properties of AlN and ScxAl1-xN. Then the 

basics of wet and dry etching processes are introduced. Next, the application of plasma-based 

chemical processes for etching and depositing materials are discussed. Deposition of AlN and 

ScxAl1‑xN thin films with reactive magnetron sputtering is described briefly, and their etching 

is discussed in detail. Together these chapters cover the basic information required for 

understanding the results presented in the experimental section. Finally, applications of 

ScxAl1-xN thin films are discussed. For a more in-depth discussion on the deposition and 

properties of the ScxAl1-xN and molybdenum films similar to those used in this work, the reader 

is referred to Enni Hartikainen’s M.Sc. thesis.1 

The focus of the experimental work was the development of wet etching processes for ScxAl1‑xN 

thin films deposited with reactive magnetron sputtering. ScxAl1-xN can be etched with both 

acidic and alkaline solutions. For this study, solutions of tetramethyl ammonium hydroxide 

(TMAH), H3PO4 and H2SO4 were chosen. The primary research questions were: 

1. How does the addition of ScN to AlN change the etching properties of the material? 

2. How can ScxAl1-xN be etched as anisotropically as possible? 

The majority of the results presented in this thesis have been already published.2 
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Literature review: Processing and applications of AlN and ScxAl1-xN 

2. Structure and properties of AlN and ScxAl1-xN 

AlN is an inorganic material with the hexagonal wurtzite crystal structure which exhibits 

piezoelectricity. When strain is applied to a piezoelectric crystal, an electric field is generated 

in the crystal resulting in a voltage between the opposing surfaces. The effect also works in the 

converse: a voltage applied to the crystal causes stress and strain (Figure 1). Some of the most 

common applications of piezoelectric materials are quartz crystal resonators found in timing 

applications such as quartz clocks, piezoelectric crystals in lighters for spark generation, and 

ultrasonic elements in sonars and in medical ultrasound imaging. 

 

Figure 1. A schematic displaying the strain in a piezoelectric material in an electric field. 

The structure of AlN consists of Al- and N-ions with slightly distorted tetrahedral coordination.3 

In Figure 2a, the bond between atoms 1 and 3 is slightly longer compared to bond between 

atoms 3 and 4.  Lattice constants of AlN are a = 3.11 Å and c = 4.98 Å. AlN is rotationally 

symmetrical threefold along the c-axis but it cannot be inverted along the a-axis. Compressing 

the structure of AlN along the c-axis causes the positively charged Al-ions and the negatively 

charged N-ions to move to the opposite directions, which results in the generation of the electric 

field. This is likely due to rotation of the bonds and the bond lengths are not changed 

significantly. The ions are also moved sidewards, but due to the symmetry, no electric field is 

generated perpendicular to the c-axis. 

The (0001) and (000–1) surfaces of AlN are structurally and chemically different due to the 

directionality of the material. Starting from the surface, if the bond along the c-axis goes from 

Al to N, that is the N-polar (000–1) surface. The (0001) surface is called Al-polar, or III-polar 

in the case of other nitrides with the same structure. Under compression along the c-axis, the 

Al-polar surface is charged negatively, while the opposite is true for the N-polar surface (Figure 

2b). 
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Figure 2. (a) Crystal structure of AlN, (b) a diagram showing the polarity of the structure and 

the deformation under an electric field. Adapted from3, copyright 2017 Springer International 

Publishing.  

AlN is a very thermally stable material with a melting point of approximately 2200 °C.3 The 

bandgap of AlN is 6.15 eV making it an insulator. AlN also has high hardness, high sound 

velocity and its thermal conductivity is extraordinarily high at 3.19 W/cmK, exceeding that of 

most metals.4 These properties make AlN especially well-suited for use in acoustic filters, 

which are described in detail in Chapter 8.1.  

For each piezoelectric material, the strength of the piezoelectric effect depends on its rigidity, 

piezoelectric polarizability, and permittivity. The various piezoelectric coefficients originate 

from these. There are several different piezoelectric constants for each material which are 

typically described as tensors. For AlN, there are three independent piezoelectric coefficients: 

e33, e31 and e15. e33 describes the stress along the c-axis when the electric field is applied along 

the same axis. e31 describes the stress perpendicular to the c-axis with the electric field along 

the c-axis. e15 corresponds to shear stress when the electric field is perpendicular to the c-axis. 

Deformations along the c-axis or perpendicular to it are the most commonly utilized modes, 

and those coefficients can readily be measured from thin films sandwiched between electrodes. 

For films on a substrate, the coefficients are denoted with a suffix f. For the longitudinal effect, 

the strain coefficient d33,f is typically used. d33,f can be determined by compressing the film and 

measuring the generated voltage, while e31 can be determined by fabricating a cantilever and 

measuring its deflection as a function of applied voltage.  
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d33,f is defined as 

 𝑑33,𝑓 = 𝑒33/𝑐33
𝐸 , (1) 

where 𝑐33
𝐸 is stiffness along the longitudinal axis in a constant electric field. The stress caused 

by applying an electric field to a piezoelectric material is 

 𝑇 = 𝑆𝑐 − 𝑒𝐸, (2) 

where T is stress, S is strain, and E is the electric field.5 If the material is not clamped and can 

deform freely, the stress is zero, and the strain along the longitudinal axis is  

 𝑆3 = 𝑒33𝐸3/𝑐33 = 𝐸3𝑑33, (3) 

and perpendicular to it  

 𝑆1 = 𝑒31𝐸3/𝑐11. (4) 

 

The electromechanical coupling coefficient k2 describes how much of the electric energy is 

transformed to mechanical energy by a piezoelectric material or by a piezoelectric device. For 

AlN, it can be up to 7 %, while it is of course lower for devices.3 The coupling coefficient is 

very similar for single-crystal and high-quality polycrystalline AlN. 

The piezoelectric effect of AlN can be increased by substituting some of the Al with other 

elements. Scandium has so far been the most promising, but other interesting approaches 

include using for example yttrium6, ytterbium7, tantalum8, or using two elements, such as 

magnesium and titanium, zirconium, hafnium or tantalum.9 The high piezoelectric response of 

ScxAl1-xN was first demonstrated by M. Akiyama. et. al in 2009.10 

The piezoelectric response of ScxAl1-xN increases with increasing Sc-concentration as long as 

the material remains in the metastable wurtzite crystal structure. According to calculations, the 

wurtzite structure is no longer metastable at x = 0.64 and it transforms to the cubic rock salt 

structure of ScN, which is no longer piezoelectric.11 However, deposition of ScxAl1-xN films 

with x = 0.64 and a well-ordered wurtzite structure is practically impossible. The cubic phase 

begins to appear around x = 0.4–0.45, which has been the limit for high-quality films. Even 

small cubic grains degrade the microstructure of the film, which is discussed in Chapter 5. 

Compared to pure AlN, at high Sc-levels of x = 0.40–0.45 the longitudinal piezoelectric 

coefficient d33,f is increased from 8.4 pC/N to approximately 27 pC/N.10,12,13 The transversal 

piezoelectric coefficient e31,f is increased from –1.05 C/m2 up to –3.16 C/m2.14 The 
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electromechanical coupling coefficient is also increased by the addition of Sc, and it has been 

calculated to reach 15 % at x = 0.3.15 

Addition of Sc increases the lattice constant a, but it has little effect on the lattice constant c.16 

Also, Sc is a larger ion and it is typically found in sixfold coordination instead of the fourfold 

coordination in AlN, which results in a frustrated system.17 Together these effects reduce the 

stiffness of the material, which results in the larger piezoelectric effect due to the reduced 

resistance to deformation. High Sc-content also makes the material ferroelectric, meaning the 

polarity of the material can be changed by applying a strong electric field across it.18 

Addition of Sc also modifies some other properties of AlN significantly. With increasing x, 

ScxAl1-xN is more prone to oxidation on the surface and in the grain boundaries.13,19 Exposure 

to atmospheric air can cause four times more surface oxidation at x = 0.44 compared to AlN 

resulting in a native oxide layer thickness up to 10–15 nm.13,19 Addition of Sc also decreases 

the bandgap linearly from approximately 6.15 eV for pure AlN to 2.94 eV at x = 0.34.16 

   

3. Etching of materials in microfabrication 

Deposition and patterning of various materials are the two basic steps that are repeated over 

and over again to fabricate any MEMS device. The various patterning steps define the final 

dimensions of the device. In addition to other patterning techniques, such as area-selective 

deposition, accurate etching methods are necessary for the ever-shrinking devices. Etching can 

be done with chemical solutions in wet etching or with gases and vapours in a variety of gas-

phase etching techniques. Dry etching typically refers only to plasma-based etching techniques, 

although other gas-phase etching techniques are available, which makes the terminology quite 

confusing. 

Etching of materials starts with lithography. First, a thin layer of resist is coated on a wafer 

surface. Resists are typically organic polymers with good thermal stability and high resistance 

to etching processes. Resist thicknesses vary from tens of nanometres to tens of micrometres 

depending on the application.  The resist is sensitive to some external stimuli, which enables its 

patterning. Photolithography is the most common technique where the photoresist is sensitive 

to ultraviolet (UV) light. Selected areas of the resist are exposed to the light, through a 

photomask for example, and developed with a suitable solvent or solution. There are two types 

of resists: positive-tone and negative-tone resists. With positive resists, the exposed area 
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becomes more soluble in the developer, while with negative resist the exposed area is hardened 

and becomes insoluble.  

After the resist is patterned, it acts as an etching mask and the pattern is transferred to the 

underlying material by etching. Reactive ion etching (RIE) is the most common gas-phase 

etching technique, and it is discussed in detail in the next chapter. Some other etching 

techniques are for example ion beam etching (IBE), which uses ion bombardment to erode 

material, atomic layer etching (ALE), which enables etching of materials one atomic layer at a 

time, and hydrogen fluoride (HF) vapour and XeF2 vapour etching which are used to etch SiO2 

and Si, respectively. Common examples of wet etching include etching of Al with a mixture of 

H3PO4, HNO3 and acetic acid, etching of SiO2 with buffered hydrofluoric acid (BHF, a 1:7 

mixture of 50 % HF and 45 % NH4F), and etching of Si with potassium hydroxide (KOH) or 

tetramethyl ammonium hydroxide (TMAH).  

The photoresist is often a suitable etch mask for patterning thin layers with RIE and for some 

wet etching processes. However, sometimes it is necessary to etch the pattern first to an 

intermediate hard mask before etching the pattern into the target material. Utilizing a hard mask 

increases the selectivity of the etching process. Any compound or metal can be used as a hard 

mask in principle, some common examples being SiO2 and Cr. 

The most important factors in an etching process are the uniformity, selectivity, and the 

resulting profile after etching of the material. Etch processes should be as uniform as possible 

to enable precise patterning across entire wafers. This helps ensure similar performance 

between fabricated devices. Selectivity of etching is the etch rate of the target material 

compared to the etch rate of the other exposed materials (Figure 3c). The selectivity to the mask 

material should be quite high to enable the use of thin mask layers, as thinner masks enable 

higher resolution and lower roughness. High selectivity to the bottom layer is also often 

important (Figure 3d). Many etching processes require some over etching to ensure full 

patterning of the film, but the etch should not attack the material below too rapidly.  

Etching processes can be isotropic or anisotropic (Figure 3a, b). Isotropic etch processes etch 

material evenly in every direction, while anisotropic etching proceeds ideally in one direction 

only. Most wet etching processes are isotropic, while most RIE processes are anisotropic. 

Anisotropic processes are obviously preferred for high-fidelity patterning. Isotropic etching 

processes will etch material laterally from below the mask material, which is called 
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undercutting. Sidewall angle is the angle between the substrate plane and sidewall. For ideal 

anisotropic etching it is 90 °. 

 

 

Figure 3. (a) Ideal isotropic etching proceeds evenly in every direction. (b) Ideal anisotropic 

etching proceeds one direction. (c) Anisotropic etching with a sidewall angle α. The selectivity 

between etching of the target material and the mask is ER1:ER2. (d) Etching into underlying the 

material with and etch rate ER3. (e) Wet etching defined by crystalline planes, mask undercut 

due to interface defects is highlighted with red. 

Wet etching of Si with KOH or TMAH is an important example of anisotropic wet etching and 

it is widely used for fabrication of various structures and devises from Si.20 Different crystalline 

planes of Si have different reactivities leading to different etch rates (Figure 3e). Si{110} planes 

are etched very rapidly, while the etch rate of {111} planes is the slowest, and etch rate of {100} 

planes is intermediate.21 Activation energies for the etching of the different planes is also 

different, with the activation energy for etching {111} planes being the highest.21 Etching of Si 

thus forms structures defined by the {111} planes while the other planes are etched away. This 

results in a sidewall angle of 57.74 °. Etching of AlN and ScxAl1-xN with alkaline and acidic 

etchants is also anisotropic. Despite the name, anisotropic wet etching often results in some 

mask undercut. It can for example be caused by etching of the most stable plane, or by defects 

at the interface between the mask and the etched material. 

Wet etching and dry etching have the almost opposite pros and cons. Wet etching is typically 

quite cheap and large batches of wafers can be processed at the same time. Wet etching solutions 
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are often highly selective towards the desired material. The largest disadvantage is that wet 

etching is typically isotropic, so the sidewall angle is difficult to control, and undercutting 

causes the pattern to deviate from the mask. Also, capillary forces can be an issue in wet etching, 

and they can cause very fine features to collapse or stick to each other. Finally, the high 

selectivity of wet etching can cause unreliability in initiation of the etching if native oxide or 

other residues are present. On the other hand, dry etching techniques require expensive 

equipment. In RIE and IBE, typically only a single wafer can be processed at a time, and the 

selectivity can be an issue, as they will etch various materials quite rapidly. However, with RIE 

and IBE, undercutting rarely occurs and the sidewall angle can be controlled by tuning the etch 

recipe. ALE and other chemical vapour etching techniques lie in between. They require 

expensive equipment, but they can be built to accommodate large batches. They are isotropic 

but no capillary forces are present, which enables some unique applications such as etching of 

narrow cavities.  

 

4. Reactive ion etching and plasma enhanced chemical vapour 

deposition 

Chemical plasma processing techniques are crucial for the modern semiconductor industry. 

Reactive ion etching (RIE) enables precise anisotropic etching of many materials which makes 

it a necessity in the fabrication of almost every semiconductor device. Plasma enhanced 

chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) enables deposition of various materials from less reactive 

precursors or at lower temperatures compared to thermal chemical vapour deposition (CVD). 

PECVD is also a very widely used technique, especially for the deposition of SiO2 and SiNx 

thin films. 

In this chapter, the basics of the plasma processing equipment and plasma generation are 

discussed. Then RIE is discussed in more detail, with an explanation of the various gases used, 

as well as a brief discussion on the different mechanisms involved in RIE. Finally, basics of 

PECVD are introduced. Both techniques were used in the experimental work. 

 

4.1. Plasma processing equipment 

Plasma processes are low to medium vacuum technologies, with pressures ranging from 1 mbar 

to 1*10-3 mbar. Process gasses are admitted to a process chamber while the chamber is also 
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pumped at a high rate to achieve the desired pressure. Electric fields are applied to the system, 

which causes partial ionization of the gas. The electrons and ions are accelerated to high speeds 

generating a glow discharge. The power can be applied either in the form of direct current (DC), 

alternating current (AC) at radio frequency (RF), or microwaves. In PECVD and RIE, the power 

is typically generated by a 13.56 MHz RF power source. The high frequency alternating electric 

field does not significantly affect ions, but it accelerates electrons to high speeds. The electrons 

collide with neutral gas molecules which can be ionized or split to radicals. The fast-moving 

electrons also collide with the chamber walls that are thereby charged negatively compared to 

the plasma. This generates a DC component between the plasma and the electrodes, which 

accelerates the ions to the substrate. 

Two types of plasma sources are commonly used in RIE and PECVD: capacitively coupled 

plasmas (CCP) and inductively coupled plasmas (ICP).22 The main practical difference between 

the plasma sources is that in the CCP the electron paths are straight, while in the ICP the electron 

paths are circular and thus much longer. This allows lower pressures while still sustaining the 

plasma and the degree of ionization in ICP systems is 100-1000 times larger compared to CCP 

systems.22 ICP is also called high-density plasma, while CCP is referred to as low-density 

plasma. The main advantage of the lower pressure in the ICP is that the ions accelerated towards 

the substrate collide and scatter less due to the lower pressure. The ion bombardment is more 

energetic and perpendicular to the substrate surface, which results in faster etching and reduces 

the effect of the aspect ratio on the etch rate.  

A CCP system consists of an electrode on which the substrate is placed (figure 4). The electrode 

is powered, while the rest of the chamber is connected to the ground. The electrode is further 

separated from the power source with a capacitor, which acts as a closed circuit for the high-

frequency AC voltage, but as an open circuit to the DC component. This enables the DC voltage 

to reach –100 to –1000 V during normal plasma processes. This voltage is called either as the 

DC bias or the RF bias.  
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Figure 4. The structure of a CCP system with the potential plotted as a function of the chamber 

position. Adapted from22, copyright 2015 Springer International Publishing. 

In an ICP system (Figure 5), the plasma is generated by a coil placed outside the chamber. 

Applying RF-power to the coil induces magnetic fields, which in turn induces a circular current 

in the plasma. A separate bottom electrode is used like in the CCP system. Power applied to 

this electrode controls the DC bias independently of the ICP power. This allows better control 

over the DC bias and ion current compared to the CCP. 

 

Figure 5. The structure of an ICP-RIE. TCP refers to transformer coupled plasma, which an 

ICP using a planar coil instead of a helical coil. Adapted from22, copyright 2015 Springer 

International Publishing. 
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4.2. Reactive ion etching 

In RIE, materials are etched via a combined effect of reactive radicals and ion bombardment. 

RIE is widely used as it enables anisotropic patterning of many materials which would not be 

possible with wet etching. If no ion bombardment is directed towards the substrate, the 

technique is known as plasma etching, although the terms RIE and plasma etching are often 

used interchangeably.  

In RIE, gases admitted to the chamber form reactive radicals and ions due to the collisions with 

the electrons. The radicals move randomly while the ions are accelerated towards the substrate 

by the DC bias. Etching by radicals only would lead to a formation of volatile species on the 

surface and isotropic etching. Pure ion bombardment on the other hand would lead ideally to 

anisotropic etching by causing ejection of atoms from the target material, which is called 

sputtering. The combination of chemical reactions and ion bombardment leads to enhanced etch 

rates and anisotropic profiles.  

There are four basic steps that are involved in etching with RIE: generation of reactive species, 

their adsorption on the substrate, reaction between the adsorbed species and the substrate, and 

desorption of the products.22 Any of them can be etch rate limiting depending on the process. 

Ion bombardment can assist with generating adsorption sites, with driving the reactions on the 

surface or with the desorption of the products. 

A wide variety of gases are used in RIE, and a specific mixture of them is used in each 

application to tune the etch rate, selectivity, and sidewall profile. The most important ones and 

their functions are described here briefly. Ar and sometimes He are used as inert gases. They 

do not react but they contribute to the ion bombardment. CF4, SF6 and NF3 act as fluorine source 

gases. They dissociate easily to form F-radicals which react with Si and some metals, such as 

Mo and W, to form volatile fluorides. Si etching with F-based plasmas is especially rapid and 

anisotropic, and thus not suitable for all applications. CHF3 and C4F8 act also as F-sources, but 

their more important function is the generation of CF2 and other CxFy radicals. The CF-radicals 

react on surfaces to form fluorocarbon polymer. This polymer forms mainly on the sidewalls 

as it is eroded from horizontal surfaces by the ion bombardment (Figure 6). This aids in getting 

the anisotropic etch profile by preventing radical reactions on the sidewalls. Cl2 and BCl3 are 

used in etching metals, such as Al, Cr, and others from groups 4–6, and their compounds. Cl2 

and HBr are also used especially for etching polysilicon with better control compared to F-based 
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plasmas. The main functions of O2 and H2 are controlling the plasma composition. H2 scavenges 

F-radicals by forming HF, while O2 reacts with carbon and sulfur releasing more F-radicals. 

A good example of the different processes involved in RIE is comparing the etching of Si and 

SiO2 in F-based plasmas.23 SiO2 is etched with gases containing C, H and F with Ar for 

additional ion bombardment. During etching, CF-species are deposited on the SiO2 surface. 

Due to ion bombardment, these species react forming SiF4, CO and CO2. However, on Si-

surfaces, the etching reaction is much slower due to the lack of oxygen, and a CF-polymer layer 

may begin to deposit instead. This enables a high etching selectivity between SiO2 and Si. Si 

on the other hand can be etched very rapidly in plasmas which produce more F radicals and less 

CF-species.22 In the deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) process, Si is etched with a gas containing 

SF6 and O2. This generates a large amount F-radicals which react very rapidly with Si but much 

less with SiO2. Due to the isotropic nature of this etching, a separate CF-polymer deposition 

step based on C4F8 is applied. This protects the sidewall from etching. The process is cycled 

between the SF6/O2 and C4F8, which enables uniform etching through entire Si-wafers rapidly 

and with steep sidewall angles. The DRIE process is used for example in releasing MEMS 

devices from the substrate. 

 

Figure 6. (a) Deposition of a fluorocarbon polymer. (b) Anisotropic etching where the polymer 

is removed from horizontal surfaces while the sidewall is protected by the polymer. Typically, 

polymer deposition and etching occur at the same time. Adapted from22, copyright 2015 

Springer International Publishing. 
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4.3. Plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition 

PECVD is especially used for the deposition of amorphous Si, SiO2, SiNx, SiC and diamond-

like carbon. The main advantage of PECVD is that much lower deposition temperatures can be 

used compared to thermal CVD. Deposition temperature can be as low as 180 °C for PECVD 

SiO2, while the temperature in thermal CVD of SiO2 is around 700 °C. A disadvantage of 

PECVD-deposited films is that they contain large amounts of hydrogen and other impurities 

depending on the precursors.  

For deposition of SiO2 and SiNx, SiH4 is often used as the Si-precursor. The second precursor 

for SiO2 is O2 or N2O, and for SiNx, it typically is NH3. Ar or N2 is added as an inert gas for 

dilution and additional ion bombardment. Same principles apply in PECVD as in RIE. The 

precursors form more reactive radicals due to collisions with electrons in the plasma. These 

species are adsorbed on the surfaces and react to form the desired product. Ion bombardment 

enhances the reactions on the surface. However, due to the directional ion bombardment, often 

less deposition occurs on vertical walls compared to horizontal surfaces, meaning the step 

coverage can be poor. Pressures are typically higher in PECVD compared to RIE, and the 

plasma powers are lower.  

SiO2 is also often deposited with tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) and O2 as the precursors. 

TEOS-based SiO2 offers better step coverage compared to the SiH4-based SiO2 but it requires 

higher temperatures.  

 

5. Deposition of AlN and ScxAl1-xN thin films with sputtering 

AlN and ScxAl1-xN thin films for MEMS applications are deposited almost exclusively with 

reactive magnetron sputtering. Other techniques are available for AlN, such as atomic layer 

deposition (ALD)24, metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD)24, molecular beam 

epitaxy (MBE)25 and pulsed laser deposition (PLD)26, but these techniques are poorly suited for 

MEMS except for PLD. ALD typically results in films with poor piezoelectric response, 

MOCVD requires high temperatures and MBE is slow and best suited for deposition on single-

crystal substrates. However, deposition of  ScxAl1-xN with these techniques is being developed 

for other applications.27–29 
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Sputter deposition, or often just sputtering, is a physical vapor deposition (PVD) technique. It 

is commonly used for depositing thin films of various metals and their compounds. Sputtering 

enables depositing a wide range of materials with a single tool, the films are often dense and 

have good crystalline quality even at low deposition temperatures, and optimizing the film 

deposition is usually fairly simple. 

In sputtering, a target consisting of a metal, a metal alloy or an inorganic compound is 

bombarded with ions from a plasma discharge. The ions colliding with the target cause atoms 

to be sputtered from it. The sputtered atoms land on the substrate resulting in thin film growth. 

Mainly Ar is used as the sputtering gas, but if a reactive gas, such as O2 or N2 is introduced to 

the plasma, it will react with the target and the film being deposited. The reactive gas forms the 

respective compound on the target surface, but still a large portion of the material is sputtered 

as single atoms, and the final compound formation occurs on the substrate surface.3 

The structure of a magnetron sputtering system is similar to the CCP system described earlier, 

but the main power is applied to the target instead of the substrate (Figure 7). Magnets are 

placed behind the electrode, which results in magnetic fields perpendicular to the electric field. 

This causes the electrons paths to curve leading to more collisions between the electrons and 

the gas molecules. This results in a higher degree of ionization in the plasma, and lower 

pressures can be used. Power source in magnetron sputtering is typically DC, pulsed DC or RF. 

A second smaller RF power source is connected to the substrate, which causes a small DC bias 

voltage towards it. This results in some ion bombardment also towards the film being deposited, 

which helps controlling the structure and stress of the film. 

 

Figure 7. A schematic of the magnetron sputtering system used in this work. 
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Sputtering processes are often single wafer processes, but the deposition rates are relatively 

high. Typical deposition rates in microelectronics fabrication are in the range of 1–5 nm/s 

depending on the material and the deposition power.  

Deposition of AlN and ScxAl1-xN under the proper conditions yields polycrystalline films 

consisting of columnar grains, all of the which are oriented in the <0001> direction with the 

same polarity. However, the addition of Sc makes the deposition of well oriented films 

considerably more difficult due to the formation of abnormally oriented grains (AOGs) (Figure 

8). AOGs have the correct wurtzite structure but they are misoriented in relation to the original 

{0001} texture. The number of AOGs increases with the Sc content and they do not occur in 

AlN.30 AOGs can originate from the substrate interface or nucleate during the film growth.19  

Nucleation of AOGs in the middle of the film is likely caused by accumulation of Sc in the 

grain boundaries, where it can then form cubic grains.19 New misoriented wurtzite ScxAl1‑xN 

grains then nucleate on these cubic grains. The AOGs grow faster compared to the rest of the 

film and become wider and more prominent with increasing film thickness. Formation of AOGs 

degrades the piezoelectric properties of the film, which consequently reduces device 

performance.31,32 

 

Figure 8. (a) Cross-sectional image of AOGs in a Sc0.2Al0.8N film with a Mo top electrode, (b) 

top-down image of a Sc0.2Al0.8N film with AOGs. 

Deposition of high-quality ScxAl1-xN films also requires a suitable substrate material. The 

substrate and its microstructure can have a significant effect on the structure and properties of 

the ScxAl1-xN films.33,34 ScxAl1-xN can be deposited directly on Si (100) but typically a metallic 

bottom electrode is required. The most common metal is Mo, but Pt is also used. The bottom 

electrode is grown on a sub-layer to control its microstructure and increase its adhesion to the 

substrate. For Mo, AlN and Ti are common sub-layer materials.33,34 
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AlN and ScxAl1-xN are deposited in approximately 1:2 Ar:N2 atmosphere to ensure formation 

of a stoichiometric nitride. ScxAl1-xN can be either deposited using an Al-Sc alloy target, or by 

reactive co-sputtering. In co-sputtering, two separate targets consisting of different materials 

are used. The sputtering power can be controlled for each target individually which enables 

controlling the composition of the deposited film. This is extremely useful for depositing 

ScxAl1-xN with varying x for research purposes. For mass production, single-target deposition 

is preferred because the deposition rate with co-sputtering is typically much lower due to the 

smaller target sizes which limits the sputtering power. With the tool used in this work, the co-

sputtering deposition rate was only about 1/5 compared to the single-target deposition rate. 

Evolution of thin film structure during deposition can be explained with structure zone models. 

These are qualitative models, where the film microstructure is depicted as a function of the 

deposition temperature of the material compared to the melting temperature. In addition to 

temperature, many other factors can affect the resulting microstructures. Different structure 

zone models have been developed, an example being the model by P. Barna and M. Adamik 

which takes impurities into account.35 A model for sputtering was developed by J. Thornton 

which accounts for ion and atom bombardment.36,37  

Thornton’s structure zone model consists of four zones (Figure 9).37 In zone I at low 

temperatures of approximately T/Tm < 0.2, the growth of thin films is governed by low surface 

diffusion. Films deposited under these conditions are porous, and the structure consists of thin 

crystalline or amorphous columns. The second zone called zone T occurs approximately at 0.2 

< T/Tm < 0.3. It is defined by surface diffusion and competitive grain growth. This results in 

denser films and increasing grain widths with increasing thickness. The surface diffusion can 

be induced by temperature and by ion and atom bombardment. More energetic bombardment 

increases the surface atom mobility which enables T-zone growth at lower temperatures. In 

zone II at temperatures of 0.3 < T/Tm < 0.5, surface diffusion and grain boundary migration 

become increasingly important, and the grains grow larger. At even higher temperatures in the 

zone III, bulk diffusion becomes the dominating factor. In this zone, the structure of the thin 

film is determined by the surface energy of the resulting crystals. Growth in the zone T is 

required for AlN and ScxAl1-xN, as it enables the growth of dense and well-oriented grains at 

low temperatures. 
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Figure 9. Thornton’s structure zone model where microstructural evolution is described as a 

function of temperature and sputtering pressure. Adapted from37, copyright 1987 SPIE. 

 

6. Etching of AlN 

AlN can be etched with both dry etching and wet etching. Dry etching of AlN is done with 

Cl2/BCl3 plasmas, with a possible addition of Ar.38–42 Etch rates can be up to 400 nm/min. The 

sidewall angle is typically 70–80 °, and it can be controlled by tuning the etch parameters. Cl-

plasma etches AlN by forming volatile Al2Cl6 and N2. However, the selectivity can be an issue, 

since Cl-based plasmas etch many materials quite rapidly, such as photoresist, Si, SiO2 and Mo. 

AlN can be wet etched with both acidic and alkaline solutions. It dissolves in acidic solutions 

according to reaction (5) and in alkaline solutions according to reaction (6). 

 AlN(s) + 4 H  (aq)
+ → Al    (aq)

3+ + NH4 (aq)
+  (5) 

 AlN(s) +  OH  (aq)
− + 3 H2O → Al(OH)4 (aq)

− + NH3 (aq) (6) 

Aqueous solutions of KOH, TMAH and H3PO4 are used commonly, as they are typical 

chemicals in microelectronics manufacturing. Both KOH and TMAH are used for anisotropic 

etching of Si and as photoresist developers. TMAH is highly toxic, but it does not contain metal 

ions. This makes it usable in environments where highly sensitive semiconductor devices are 

fabricated and contamination with harmful metals cannot be allowed. H3PO4 is used for 

example etching Si3N4 selectively over SiO2 and as a part of Al-etch solutions. 
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Wet etching of AlN is highly anisotropic. Firstly, etching of the N-polar surface with KOH is 

approximately 1000 times faster than etching of the Al-polar surface.43 Due to the orientation 

dependent etching of AlN, low-quality films may be difficult to etch as Al-polar grains can 

result in unetched areas in N-polar films. On the other hand, wet etching can be used to reveal 

these grains or distinguish the film polarity.44,45  

Secondly, etching AlN leads to structures with tilted sidewalls (Figure 10) as the tilted planes 

are etched slower compared the other planes.46 These tilted planes are collectively called as 

pyramidal planes. Also, the etching of N-polar AlN does not proceed evenly on the (000–1) 

plane, but AlN forms cones which are etched slowly (Figure 10). The formation of cones occurs 

with both single-crystal and polycrystalline AlN.43,47 In polycrystalline films, the cones are 

round. With single crystal AlN, they are typically hexagonal. The sidewall defining planes can 

be for example the {10–1–1} or {10–1–2} families of planes.43,48  

 

Figure 10.  Partially wet etched AlN showing the formation of cones and a tilted sidewall due 

to the slow etch rate of the pyramidal planes.  

The anisotropic etching can be exploited for the fabrication of AlN-structures. When partially 

masked AlN is wet etched, the very reactive (000–1) plane is rapidly etched in areas where it is 

not protected by the mask, while the sidewall-forming pyramidal planes are etched slowly.46 

This enables the fabrication of AlN structures with dimensions close to the original mask and 

with steep sidewalls. However, if the interface between the mask and AlN is poor, the lateral 

etch rate can be much higher than just the etch rate of the pyramidal planes. Lateral etching by 

either mechanism leads to the AlN being etched from below the mask. Significant undercutting 

has often been reported for wet etched AlN.49–51 Techniques for minimizing undercutting are 
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crucial for high-fidelity patterning of AlN with wet etching, but detailed studies on the topic 

are lacking. Minimization of undercutting during wet etching of AlN and ScxAl1-xN is one of 

the main topics of the experimental section. 

Reported etch rates of N-polar AlN vary significantly between studies for several reasons, and 

thus they are poorly comparable to each other. Firstly, determining the etch rate can be difficult 

due to the formation of cones as discussed earlier. This makes measuring the etch rate 

ambiguous, and the exact measurement procedure has often not been reported. Secondly, the 

etch rate of AlN depends highly on the crystalline quality and grain size of the film.49 Etching 

of single-crystal AlN can be several orders of magnitude slower compared to polycrystalline 

AlN.51 For sputtered AlN, the sputtering conditions affect the crystalline quality and 

consequently the etch rate.47,52 The etch rate can also depend on the substrate material and 

quality.47,51 

Etching N-polar AlN with alkaline solutions is very fast. For example, the etch rate of sputtered 

AlN with 15 % KOH at room temperature was 2.5–10 nm/s.52 With 85 % H3PO4 the etch rate 

was be much slower, reaching 7–30 nm/s only at 80 °C.52 In a second study, the etch rate of 

sputtered AlN was 8000 nm/min with 25 % TMAH at 82 °C, and 90 nm/min with a solution of 

80 % H3PO4, 16 % H2O and 4 % HNO3 at 90 °C.48 

Etching Al-polar AlN with wet etching is much less practical.  In single crystal Al-polar AlN, 

deep etch pits are formed likely due to dislocations in the crystals.53 This leads to uneven and 

uncontrollable etching.49 UV-assisted and electrochemical etching have been developed to 

enhance the etch rate of Al-polar AlN.54,55 

Despite the broadly varying etch rates, the activation energy of AlN wet etching has been quite 

similar in most studies (Table 1). The values vary between 57 and 77 kJ/mol. The activation 

energy does not seem to depend significantly on the film quality, crystalline structure, or 

deposition technique.51,52 However, due to the limited number of reported values, it is unclear 

whether the activation energy varies between different etchants. The activation energy can be 

determined with the Arrhenius equation (7) 

 
𝑘 = 𝐴𝑒

−𝐸𝑎
𝑅𝑇 , 

(7) 

where k is the reaction (etch) rate, A is the rate constant, Ea is the activation energy, R is the 

universal gas constant, and T is the absolute temperature. 
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Table 1. Activation energies for AlN wet etching. 

Activation energy 

(kJ/mol) 

Etchant AlN deposition 

technique 

Single 

crystal 

Reference 

67 AZ400K developer 

(2 % KOH) 

Sputtering No 51 

67 AZ400K developer 

(2 % KOH) 

MBE Yes 51 

77 85 % H3PO4 Sputtering No 52 

57 1 % KOH Physical vapor 

transport 

Yes 45 

68.5 (lateral 

etching) 

85 % H3PO4 MOCVD  No 55 

 

7. Etching of ScxAl1-xN 

Since ScxAl1-xN consists mostly of AlN, its etching techniques have been developed from those 

used for AlN. Both wet and dry etching of ScxAl1-xN have been reported, but no detailed studies 

on wet etching of ScxAl1-xN have been published. 

Dry etching of ScxAl1-xN with Cl2/BCl3 plasmas is much more difficult compared to pure AlN. 

ScCl3 is not nearly as volatile as Al2Cl6, and the etch rate of ScxAl1-xN slows down with 

increasing x. The etch rate at just x = 0.2 has often been 4–5 times lower compared to AlN.13,56 

Table 2 summarizes and compares reported etch rates for ScxAl1-xN, AlN, and some mask 

materials. 
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Table 2. Etch rates for different ScxAl1-xN compositions and some mask materials in dry 

etching. 

Material Gas composition 

(sccm) 

RIE 

type 

Etch rate 

(nm/min) 

Power (ICP/RF) 

(W) 

Reference 

AlN Cl2/BCl3/Ar 

(15/5/5) 

CCP 104.1 25 13 

ScxAl1-xN (x=0.04)   90.7  13 

ScxAl1-xN (x=0.14)   29  13 

ScxAl1-xN (x=0.22)   17.3  13 

ScxAl1-xN (x=0.31)   4.5  13 

AlN Cl2/BCl3/Ar 

(25/5/70) 

ICP 200 400/125 56 

ScxAl1-xN (x=0.2)   50  56 

SiO2   ~100  56 

ScxAl1-xN (x=0.2) Cl2/BCl3/Ar 

(25/15/70) 

ICP 150 600/350 56 

ScxAl1-xN (x=0.15) Cl2/BCl3/He ICP 160 550/150 57 

Hard baked 

photoresist 

  ~400  57 

AlN Cl2/BCl3/Ar 

(90/30/70) 

ICP 300 400/120 58 

ScxAl1-xN (x=0.36)   40 550/150 58 

ScxAl1-xN (x=0.36)   90 600/250 58 

AlN SiCl4 ICP 24 150/225 59 

ScxAl1-xN (x=0.27)   10  59 

Si3N4   20  59 

 

Wet etching of ScxAl1-xN has been reported using KOH, TMAH and H3PO4, but very few 

details have been published as of writing. The cases where the etch rate was reported are 

presented here. The etch rates are poorly comparable due to the varying experimental conditions 

and possible differences in the measurement procedure. With 25% KOH, removal of a 500 nm 

Sc0.36Al0.64N film took only 15 s at 80 °C.18 With 85 % H3PO4 in 15 min at 80 °C, the same film 

was etched only partially with a large amount of cones remaining, indicating a much slower 
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etch rate. In another study, the etch rate of Sc0.35Al0.65N with 20:80 H2O:H3PO4 at 80 °C was 

38.5 nm/min, which correlates with the previous result.60 For 1 µm Sc0.2Al0.8N film, the 

required time to fully etch the film was 7 min with 25% KOH at 40 °C and 25 min at room 

temperature.61 With MIF-319 developer containing 2.2 % TMAH, the etch rate of Sc0.15Al0.85N 

was reported to be about 50 nm/min at 60–70 °C, while the etch rate of AlN was four times 

larger.57  

No details on the anisotropy of ScxAl1-xN wet etching have been reported, but polarity 

dependence has been observed similar to AlN. N-polar ScxAl1-xN is etched much faster than 

III‑polar ScxAl1-xN.18  

A significant difference to wet etching of AlN is that Sc is poorly soluble in strong alkaline 

solutions.62–64 Instead of dissolving as Sc(OH)4
–, Sc easily precipitates as ScOx(OH)y. This 

occurred when Sc0.2Al0.8N was etched with TMAH during the experimental part and it will be 

discussed in Chapter 10.7. 

 

8. Piezo-MEMS technology and applications of ScxAl1-xN thin films 

Piezoelectric MEMS devices, as the name suggests, employ a piezoelectric material to translate 

electric signals to mechanical motion and vice versa. Piezo-MEMS devices have been separated 

here to two sections: devices which act as electric components and are not intended to interact 

with the surroundings in typical applications, and devices that interact with the surroundings.  

In the first category, the most important devices are the bulk acoustic wave (BAW) resonator 

and the surface acoustic wave (SAW) resonator, which rely on the piezoelectric effect for their 

operation. On the other hand, the second category includes devices which can be realized either 

with piezoelectric or electrostatic actuation.  

 

8.1. MEMS resonators 

The BAW and SAW resonators are the most successful piezo-MEMS devises. Their main 

application is in acoustic filters for telecommunication and other wireless communications. An 

acoustic filter is a device which consists of several BAW or SAW resonators combined together 

on a single chip (Figure 11). They are used in nearly every wireless device for selecting the 

transmission and reception frequencies, up to frequencies of several GHz.  Each smartphone 
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can contain dozens of filter elements, meaning that billions of BAW and SAW resonators are 

fabricated each year just for smartphones alone.65  

  

Figure 11. A ladder filter consisting of 7 SAW resonators. Adapted from66, copyright 2007 

IEEE. 

The basic idea of piezoelectric resonators is that they transform the electric signal to a motion 

of the piezoelectric material and back to an electric signal, acting as impedance elements in the 

process. The electric response of a piezoelectric resonator is similar to a capacitor, but they 

exhibit a resonance-antiresonance behaviour.67 At most frequencies, the signal is attenuated by 

the impedance, but at the resonance frequency, the impedance of the device vanishes. At the 

antiresonance frequency the impedance is increased. The antiresonance frequency is higher 

than the resonance frequency, and the difference between them depends on the 

electromechanical coupling coefficient of the piezoelectric material. 

The operation of acoustic filters can be explained using Figure 12 which shows the topology of 

a ladder filter consisting of several resonators tuned either to a slightly higher (HI) or lower 

(LO) frequency.  At low and high frequencies, the signal is only partially passed by both HI 

and LO filters. The signal is partially blocked and partially grounded, which results in low 

transmission. When the frequency approaches the resonant frequency of the LO resonator, the 

signal is completely grounded as the impedance of the LO filter reaches its minimum. As the 

frequency increases towards the antiresonance frequency of the LO resonator, its impedance is 

increased, which prevents the signal from being grounded. Instead, the signal passes through 

the HI resonators. At the resonant frequency of the HI resonators, the signal is easily passed 

through them. At the antiresonance frequency of the HI resonators, the signal is blocked by 

their high impedance. 
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Figure 12. (a) A schematic showing the topology of a 3½-stage ladder filter. The resonators 

labelled HI have higher frequency and the resonators labelled LO have lower frequency, (b) the 

impedances of the HI and LO filters, (c) the transmission of a filter made from the HI and LO 

resonators. Adapted from67 with permission. 

Resonators require a piezoelectric material with good mechanical quality, as otherwise there 

will be significant losses in the device. A large electromechanical coupling coefficient is also 

crucial for resonators in filter applications. The bandpass of a filter depends on the difference 

of the resonance and antiresonance frequencies of the resonators which increases with the 

coupling coefficient. Broader bands and thus faster communications can be achieved with 

higher coupling coefficients. 

A BAW resonator consists of a piezoelectric thin film sandwiched between two electrodes. 

When a high-frequency AC voltage, a signal for example, is applied to the BAW resonator, the 

piezoelectric material is deformed. If the frequency of the voltage is close to a resonance 

frequency of the device, the deformation is more significant, and the device starts to oscillate 

at the resonant frequency. This does not occur at other frequencies, and the signal is attenuated. 

To prevent the escape of the acoustic vibrations to the substrate, the resonator is either grown 

on an acoustic reflector stack or it is released from the backside by removing the substrate or 

using a sacrificial layer (Figure 13). 

BAW devices are fabricated by depositing and patterning a stack of thin films on a Si substrate. 

A BAW device may require 10 or more thin films and several lithography steps.68 This makes 

BAW devices more complicated to manufacture compared to SAW devices. For a BAW device, 
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the piezoelectric material must be deposited with thin film deposition techniques, and 

additionally it must have low losses and a high electromechanical coupling coefficient. This 

leaves only AlN, ZnO and more recently also ScxAl1-xN as reasonable choices.67 Out of these, 

AlN and ScxAl1-xN are applied commercially.  

SAW devices utilize propagating or standing waves on the surface of a piezoelectric material. 

The SAW is generated by applying an AC voltage to a pair of comb-shaped electrodes called 

as an interdigital transducer (IDT) (Figure 14). SAW devices consist of either one or two pairs 

of transducers which are called as one-port and two-port resonators, respectively. The one-port 

resonator functions similarly to the BAW resonator, and one-port SAW filters can be combined 

to form a ladder filter for example (Figure 11). The two-port resonator acts as a filter in itself, 

and it is called as a coupled resonator filter (CRF). For each application, the structure of the 

IDTs is modified and reflectors are added to enhance the performance. In the two-port 

resonator, the IDTs can also be separated by a significant distance, in which case the device is 

no longer a filter but a delay line. 

 

 

Figure 13. Different BAW resonator structures: suspended over a cavity made by removing a 

sacrificial layer (top left), suspended by removing substrate from the backside (top right) and 

mounted on a reflector (bottom). Adapted from67 with permission. 
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Figure 14. IDT structure of a one port SAW resonator with two reflectors (on the left), and a 

CRF (on the right). 

SAW devices are usually fabricated on piezoelectric single-crystal substrates, such as lithium 

niobate (LiNbO3), lithium tantalate (LiTaO3) and quartz (SiO2).
68 Polycrystalline thin films, 

such as AlN and ScxAl1-xN can also be used for SAW devices.69,70 However, these are not 

suitable for demanding applications such as telecommunications, but there are other emerging 

possibilities. An advantage of SAW devices is that they are much simpler to fabricate compared 

to BAW devices. In the simplest case, they require only an electrode metal deposited and 

patterned on the substrate. 

In addition to the fabrication complexity, there are significant differences in the performance 

between BAW and SAW filters.68 The maximum frequency of SAW filters is more limited 

compared to BAW filters. With SAW resonator, the frequency depends on the acoustic wave 

velocity and the pitch between the fingers of the transducer. With BAW resonators, it is 

dependent on the acoustic wave velocity and thicknesses of the piezo and electrode layers. 

Reaching high frequency and performance with SAW resonators is challenging due to the 

required small pitch, which makes consistent fabrication difficult and expensive, and the device 

more prone to failures. BAW resonators on the other hand can be fabricated to reach higher 

frequencies. They are used for example in the 5G bands which go up to 6 GHz, while SAW 

filters are typically limited to frequencies below 2.5 GHz.68 

SAW and BAW devices can also be applied for various sensing applications. Both resonator 

types can be designed to have their resonant frequency depend on some external stimuli. For 

example, the frequency of a SAW device is dependent on the temperature, strain of the 

substrate, and the surface condition of the device. Thus SAW devices are a small and cheap 

solution for temperature sensing as well as for measuring physical deformation, such as torque 

in a shaft or bending of a diaphragm for pressure sensing (Figure 15).71 ScxAl1-xN-based SAW 

temperature sensors have been demonstrated for temperatures of over 800 °C.72 An additional 
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advantage is that SAW sensors can be wireless. When the sensor is connected to an antenna, it 

can be read wirelessly with a suitable RF signal without any additional power applied to the 

sensor.71   

SAW devices can also be utilized for sensing of gases, chemical species in liquid, or biological 

agents.73,74 When the target molecule is attached to an adsorbent on the device surface, the 

resonant frequency of the devise changes. SAW devices can also be applied for microfluidics.73 

A fluid on the surface can be manipulated with the SAW, some applications being atomization 

or aerosolization of the fluid, or separation of particles from it. BAW devices on the other hand 

are especially sensitive to mass loading which makes them very attractive for mass sensing in 

chemical and biological applications.75 Additionally, BAW sensors have been demonstrated for 

measuring infrared or ultraviolet light, and magnetic fields.76–78 

 

Figure 15. A temperature compensated SAW pressure sensor. Adapted from71 under the CC 

BY-NC-ND license.  

In addition to the BAW and SAW resonators, MEMS resonators can be based on other 

structures vibrating at the resonant frequency, such as cantilevers. The cantilever is actuated 

either piezoelectrically or electrostatically. These kinds of MEMS resonators are available for 

timing and frequency control as competitors for quartz crystal oscillators for example.79,80 

MEMS resonators can offer smaller device footprint and improved performance compared to 

quartz resonators.  
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8.2. Piezoelectric actuation 

The second way to utilize piezoelectric materials in MEMS devices is using them in actuating 

components of the MEMS device or using the converse effect for sensing motion of the device. 

As the piezoelectric material deforms due to an applied electric field, it can be used for bending, 

extending or contracting various structures, such as beams and diaphragms (Figure 16a). The 

most common method of actuation in MEMS devices is electrostatic actuation, but piezoelectric 

actuation is rising as a competitor.5  

Piezoelectric actuation has some significant differences compared to electrostatic actuation.5  

Piezoelectric actuators have a much smaller footprint because the piezoelectric materials are 

integrated with the beams or springs which enable the motion of the device. With electrostatic 

actuation, large parallel plate or comb drive actuators are required to drive the motion (Figure 

16b). Also, with electrostatic actuation only attractive force can be obtained, while a single 

piezoelectric actuator can deflect in both negative and positive directions. Piezoelectric 

materials can generate high forces but the strain they can generate is quite small. This limits the 

extent of motion that can be obtained unless it is amplified by using a cantilever structure for 

example (Figure 16a). As a rule of thumb, devices with in-plane motion are easier to realize 

with electrostatic actuators, while out-of-plane motion is easier to fabricate with piezoelectric 

actuators.  

Piezoelectric ultrasonic transducers are some of the most common piezoelectric devices. They 

are used for both generating and sensing ultrasounds, and they are applied in various measuring 

applications, such as ultrasound imaging in medicine, sonars, ultrasound testing of steel and 

parking sensors in cars. Piezoelectric transducers are mostly based on bulk ceramic 

piezoelectric materials, such as lead zirconate titanate (PZT). Ultrasonic transducers can 

however be miniaturized with MEMS technology, and these devices are called either as 

piezoelectric or capacitive micromachined ultrasonic transducers (PMUT, CMUT). PMUTs are 

based on a vibrating diaphragm which is actuated with a piezoelectric thin film deposited on it 

(Figure 17a). Introduction of ScxAl1-xN has brought significant increases to the performance of 

PMUTs, as both the transmission and receiving capabilities are increased by the increased 

piezoelectric responce.57 PMUT-based distance sensors are already commercially available and 

other emerging applications medical in vivo imaging, air flow measurements and fingerprint 

sensors.82–85 
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Figure 16. (a) A schematic showing flexural and extensional actuation. The actuation mode 

depends on whether the operating frequency is close to the resonant frequency of the flexural 

or the extensional mode. Figure courtesy of Tuomas Pensala. (b) A MEMS gyroscope with 

electrostatic actuation. Comb actuators are used for driving the device, while plate capacitors 

are used for sensing the motion induced by rotation around the Z-axis. Adapted from81, 

coupyright 2006 IEEE. 

For a long time, it has been envisioned that small energy harvesting devices could be used to 

capture energy from excess motions and vibrations in everyday life. Piezoelectricity is perhaps 

the phenomenon with the highest potential for accomplishing this task.86 Piezoelectric energy 

harvesters could potentially be used for powering in vivo medical devices such as pacemakers 

but also other wireless devices. Due to the good piezoelectric properties, ScxAl1‑xN is a highly 
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interesting material for piezoelectric MEMS energy harvesters.87–89 These devices have been 

based on micromachined Si-cantilevers which makes their fabrication simple (Figure 17b). 

  

Figure 17. (a) The structure of a PMUT, adapted from58, copyright 2019 IEEE. (b) A 

piezoelectric MEMS energy harvester, adapted from88, copyright 2017 IEEE. 

A third example of piezoelectric MEMS is the MEMS mirror. Electrostatic MEMS mirrors 

have been used for decades, for example in digital micromirror devices (DMD) found in 

projectors.5,90 A lamp with a colour filter shines light on the DMD which reflects the light to 

the canvas. Each mirror is repeatedly turned on and off to control the intensity and colour of 

the pixel. The DMD has a mirror for each pixel resulting in about two million mirrors at the 

1920 x 1080 resolution. A more recent development of the technology are piezoelectric MEMS 

mirrors in the millimetre scale.91,92 They have been especially developed for applications in 

light detection and ranging (LIDAR) devices where they promise small form factor and low 

price. For example, a mirror with a diameter of 4 mm and ±15 ° tilt angles has been 

demonstrated with AlN as the piezoelectric material (Figure 18).91 The device required only 

2 V driving voltage. 
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Figure 18. A cross sectional schematic (on the left) and an image from the actuator side (on the 

right) of a MEMS mirror with 4 mm diameter. The mirror is actuated by up and down bending 

of the three supporting beams. Adapted from91, copyright 2017 IEEE. 

 

Experimental 

9. Experimental methods 

In this section, the sample preparation, etching, and characterization are discussed. The main 

focus of the experimental work was developing optimized patterning processes for AlN and 

Sc0.2Al0.8N films. Especially undercutting during etching, its causes, and techniques for 

minimising it were studied. The etching of Sc0.2Al0.8N was studied in more detail compared to 

AlN, as optimizing the process for it was more challenging.  

 

9.1. Thin film depositions 

150 mm p-type (100) Si-wafers were used as substrates in all experiments. The AlN and 

Sc0.2Al0.8N films were deposited directly on the Si-wafer, and a mask material was deposited 

on top. Four mask materials were studied: Mo, SiO2, SiNx and TiO2. SiO2 was deposited with 

two processes which used different precursors: SiH4 and TEOS. It is indicated separately if 

TEOS was used as the precursor. Also, two different tools were used for Mo deposition with a 

total of seven different processes. These processes are referred to as Mo-1–7 and they are 

summarized in Table 3.  

The masks were chosen for the following reasons. Mo is commonly used as a top electrode for 

ScxAl1-xN-based piezo-MEMS. Using Mo as the mask for ScxAl1-xN etching could eliminate 
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the need for an additional mask and thus reduce processing steps. SiO2 and SiNx are very 

common materials in MEMS manufacturing, and they can be easily removed with HF after the 

ScxAl1‑xN etching. TiO2 was chosen as a comparison to the other films. 

AlN and Sc0.2Al0.8N films and most of the Mo mask layers were deposited with an Evatec 

Clusterline 200 II (CLN 200) cluster sputtering system. The deposition tool included an ICP 

etching chamber which was used to clean the substrate before the film deposition. The aim of 

the cleaning was to remove any native oxide and organic contaminants providing a repeatable 

surface for the film deposition. The ICP plasma cleaning was done with Ar as the etching gas 

and with 100 W RF power. 

AlN and Sc0.2Al0.8N thin films were deposited with pulsed DC reactive magnetron sputtering 

using 304 mm diameter Al and Sc0.2Al0.8 targets, respectively. The deposition temperature was 

300 °C and the sputtering power was 7.5 kW. The ratio of gas flows was 1:3 Ar:N2 and the RF 

bias power was 18 W for AlN and 12 W for Sc0.2Al0.8N. Thicknesses of the deposited films 

were 1000–1040 nm.  

A Von Ardenne CS 730 S cluster sputtering system was used to deposit Mo on AlN and 

Sc0.2Al0.8N in the Mo-1 and Mo-2 processes. Before the Mo deposition, the AlN or Sc0.2Al0.8N 

surface was cleaned using an Ar ion gun included in the tool for 30 s with 200 W RF power. 

The Mo deposition was done at room temperature with Ar as the sputtering gas and 1 kW 

sputtering power. In the Mo-2 process, a 25 nm PECVD SiNx layer was deposited on Sc0.2Al0.8N 

as an adhesion layer before the Mo deposition. The SiNx deposition process is described later. 

The CLN 200 was used to deposit Mo with five different processes designated as Mo-3–7. Mo 

was deposited on AlN using only the Mo-3 process, while all five processes were used for 

depositing Mo on Sc0.2Al0.8N. In the Mo‑3, 4 and 5 processes, the AlN or Sc0.2Al0.8N film was 

exposed to air after its deposition for several days prior to the Mo deposition. The Mo-3 process 

included a 30 s ICP etch clean before the Mo deposition. In the Mo-4 process the etch clean 

time was increased to 150 s, and in the Mo-5 process the etch clean was omitted. In the Mo-6 

and Mo-7 processes, the Sc0.2Al0.8N film was not exposed to air after its deposition and the Mo 

mask was deposited without breaking the vacuum. The Mo‑6 process included the 30 s ICP 

etch, while the Mo-7 process did not include it. In all processes, the deposition temperature was 

200 or 300 °C, the sputtering gas was Ar, and the power was 1 kW. The thicknesses of the Mo 

films were about 200 nm. 
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Table 3. A summary of the different Mo deposition processes. 

 Mo-1/2 Mo-3 Mo-4 Mo-5 Mo-6 Mo-7 

Deposition tool CS 730 S CLN 200 CLN 200 CLN 200 CLN 200 CLN 200 

Plasma cleaning Ion gun 30 s ICP 30 s ICP 150 s  ICP 30 s  

Air exposure X X X X   

 

SiO2 and SiNx mask layers were deposited with PECVD using an Oxford Instruments 

Plasmalab 100. SiO2 masks were deposited from two different precursors: SiH4 or tetraethyl 

orthosilicate (TEOS). SiH4-based SiO2 masks were deposited at 300 °C using SiH4 and N2O as 

precursors and N2 as an inert gas. TEOS-based SiO2 was deposited at 350 °C with TEOS and 

O2 as the precursors and Ar as an inert gas. SiNx mask layers were deposited at 300 °C with 

SiH4 and NH3, as precursors and N2 as an inert gas. Thicknesses of the PECVD mask layers 

were 150–200 nm. 

TiO2 was deposited with ALD using a Picosun Sunale R-150B reactor. The deposition was done 

at 200 °C with TiCl4 and H2O as precursors. A 40 nm thick TiO2 film was obtained with 1000 

deposition cycles. 

 

9.2. Annealing and lithography 

Some wafers were annealed after the deposition of the thin film stack. Annealing was done with 

a PEO-603 furnace in N2 atmosphere at atmospheric pressure. Annealing temperature was 

varied from 450 to 900 °C. An annealing cycle consisted of purging the furnace of air, heating 

at 15–20 °C/min, holding at the desired temperature for 1 h, and cooling at 15–20 °C/min. 

The wafers were patterned with photolithography. Resist coating was done with a Suss 

MicroTec Gamma 4 coater-developer. The coating included priming the surface with 

hexamethyldisilazane (HDMS) in a chamber included in the tool, spin coating AZ5214E 

photoresist on the wafer to a thickness of 2.5 µm, and soft baking the resist on a 90 °C hot plate 

for 2 min. The resist was exposed through a photomask with a Suss MicroTec MA6 mask 

aligner. Finally, the resist was developed for 1 min with AZ351B diluted 1:3.5 with de-ionized 

(DI) water. 
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9.3. Thin film etching and resist stripping 

The mask layers were patterned with RIE. Mo and TiO2 mask were etched using a Surface 

Technology Systems Advanced Oxide Etcher ICP-RIE. The etching gases were SF6, O2 and Ar 

for Mo, and CF4 for TiO2. SiO2 and SiNx masks were patterned using an Oxford Instruments 

Plasmalab 80Plus CCP RIE with CHF3 and O2 as the etching gases. After etching the mask 

layer, the remaining photoresist was stripped with O2 plasma using an Oxford Instruments 

Plasmalab PRS 900 plasma resist stripper.  

ScxAl1-xN was etched with 25 weight-% TMAH in water (VLSI grade, MicroChemicals). The 

TMAH was heated in a quartz tank. Before etching of each sample, the TMAH was stirred 

manually, but no agitation was applied during the etching. The etching temperature and time 

were varied. After etching, the wafers were rinsed with DI-water and blown dry with nitrogen. 

Sc0.2Al0.8N was also etched with 85 weight-% H3PO4 and 4.5 mol/l H2SO4. Additionally, 

Sc0.2Al0.8N was etched using TMAH with 15 g/l of ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) 

dissolved into it.  The etching with the acids and TMAH/EDTA done with the same procedure 

as with TMAH but only at 80 °C. 

 

9.4. Analysis 

Thicknesses of ScxAl1-xN films before etching were measured with a FilmTek 2000M 

reflectometer. For determination of the vertical etch rates, thicknesses of Sc0.2Al0.8N films was 

measured again with reflectometry after partially etching the films. Etch depths of Sc0.2Al0.8N 

films were also measured with a Bruker DektakXT profilometer. 

Vertical etch rates of AlN films were determined by visually observing the disappearance of 

the films after immersion in the etchant. For accurate determination of this time, the etching 

was recorded on video. The vertical etch rates of AlN could not be measured with other methods 

due to the rapid formation of the cone-like structures described in Chapters 6 and 10.1.  

Stresses of the thin films were determined by measuring the wafer curvatures before and after 

thin film depositions, and before and after thermal annealing. The measurements were done 

optically with a Toho Technology FLX 2320-S.  

Etched samples were cleaved for determination of lateral etching and sidewall angle. The 

cleaved surfaces were imaged with a Zeiss Supra 35 scanning electron microscope (SEM). The 

lateral etching and sidewall angle were measured with the SEM software. 
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Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) was used to study residues which were deposited 

on the wafer surface. This was done with an Oxford Instruments Inca EDX connected to a Zeiss 

Leo 1560 SEM.  

The compositions of a Sc0.2Al0.8N reference sample and Sc0.2Al0.8N samples with differently 

deposited Mo masks were analysed using time-of-flight elastic recoil detection analysis (TOF-

ERDA) and secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS). TOF-ERDA measurements were done 

at the University of Helsinki accelerator laboratory with a 5 MeV tandem accelerator using a 

35 MeV 79Br7+ beam with 78 ° sample angle and 40 ° detection angle. SIMS measurements 

were done with a VG IX70S SIMS instrument using a 11 keV Cs-ion beam. The analysed 

elements were H, C, O, F, Al, Si, Sc and Mo. Each sample was measured twice. 

 

10. Results 

10.1. Etching mechanisms of AlN and Sc0.2Al0.8N 

Etching of AlN and Sc0.2Al0.8N was a relatively complex process due to the formation of conical 

features with both films. These cones were etched slower compared to the rest of the film. The 

etching of these films is therefore described here with three different values: vertical etch rate, 

time for full film removal, and lateral etch rate. Vertical etch rate describes the time required 

for most of the film to be etched away exposing the material underneath. Time for full film 

removal describes the time required to also etch all of the cones. For AlN and Sc0.2Al0.8N films 

this was approximately 10–15 and 8 times longer than the time indicated by the vertical etch 

rate, respectively. Lateral etch rate describes how rapidly the etching proceeded below the mask 

causing the undercut.  

AlN and Sc0.2Al0.8N behaved very differently during the etching. AlN formed steep cones very 

rapidly while Sc0.2Al0.8N was mostly etched evenly and the surface remained flat except for 

individual cones (Figure 19a, b). For this reason, the etch depth of AlN could not be measured 

with reflectometry or profilometry. Instead, it was approximated from the time it took for the 

thin film to visibly disappear during etching. With Sc0.2Al0.8N films, cones were only formed 

around AOGs which were etched slower due to their misorientation. Two types of AOGs were 

observed in the Sc0.2Al0.8N films: those with sizes of around 100 nm and those with sizes of 

over 200 nm when viewed from the top (Figure 19c). Cones were formed around both during 

the etching (Figure 19d). The sidewall angles of the cones were 57–59 ° with AlN and 45–47 ° 

with Sc0.2Al0.8N. 
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Figure 19. Cross-sectional images of partially etched (a) AlN and (b) Sc0.2Al0.8N films. (c) A 

top-down image of Sc0.2Al0.8N film with small and large AOGs and (d) Sc0.2Al0.8N film after 

partial etching. 

The full removal of the films was determined by inspecting the samples with an optical 

microscope, where the cones were visible as black spots (Figure 20a). The cones were not 

removed at an equal rate, but some of them were removed much faster much faster than others. 

Initially the density of the cones was typically quite high with both AlN and Sc0.2Al0.8N. After 

the films had been etched through, the density and size of the cones started to decrease. 

However, once almost all of the cones had been removed, single tall cones were still found, 

indicating a highly varying removal rate from cone to cone. This occurred with both AlN and 

Sc0.2Al0.8N (Figure 20b). 
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Figure 20. (a) A microscope image of a Sc0.2Al0.8N film after etching the bulk of the film with 

some cones remaining. (b) SEM image of a partially etched AlN film with a few 600 nm tall 

cones remaining.  

Initially, four possible mechanisms behind lateral etching of AlN and Sc0.2Al0.8N films were 

identified: etching of the most stable pyramidal planes, etching due to a poor interface between 

the mask and the AlN or Sc0.2Al0.8N film, etching due to surface oxidation of the film, and 

etching due to damage of the AlN or Sc0.2Al0.8N suface caused by ion bombardment. To test 

these mechanisms, AlN and Sc0.2Al0.8N were etched with a wide variety of different mask 

materials deposited with different techniques. Additionally, Sc0.2Al0.8N was etched under 

conditions where it was exposed only to air, only to ion bombardment, or neither of them to 

investigate their effect independently. 

Although the AlN and Sc0.2Al0.8N films were deposited on Si, and TMAH etches Si, no Si 

etching was observed except with overly long etching times. This could have been caused by 

formation of SiNx or mixing of Si and AlN or Sc0.2Al0.8N at the interface resulting in a protective 

layer. 

 

10.2. Vertical etching of AlN and Sc0.2Al0.8N with TMAH 

AlN and Sc0.2Al0.8N were etched at temperatures of about 80, 60, 40 and 21 °C to determine 

the activation energy of the vertical etching (Figure 22). At about 80 °C, the 1 µm thick AlN 

film took 3 s to visibly disappear, resulting in a calculated etch rate of 330 nm/s. The etch rate 

of Sc0.2Al0.8N was measured at 20–30 nm/s at 80 °C. The Sc0.2Al0.8N films were visibly etched 

in 35–45 s indicating that the film disappearance gave a good estimate of the etch rate. At room 

temperature the vertical etch rate of AlN was lowered to about 7.5 nm/s, and for Sc0.2Al0.8N it 
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was 0.24–0.36 nm/s. The vertical etching of Sc0.2Al0.8N was very linear when measured with 

both profilometry and reflectometry (Figure 21).  

 

Figure 21. Remaining film thickness of a 1 µm Sc0.2Al0.8N film etched at 21 °C. The line is 

fitted to the reflectometer data.  

Etch rates of different Sc0.2Al0.8N films varied significantly (Figure 22). Possible reasons were 

that the films were initially used for the deposition process development and thus the deposition 

conditions were slightly different between them. This could have affected the film 

microstructure and etch rate as discussed earlier. Film 1 was deposited with more optimized 

conditions compared to film 2 and film 3. Film 3 was annealed at 700 °C, but the slightly lower 

etch rate of that film cannot be attributed to the annealing based on these experiments. 

From the Arrhenius plots, the activation energy for vertical etching of AlN was 56±8 kJ/mol, 

and for Sc0.2Al0.8N it was 65±3 kJ/mol. These results were in quite good agreement with the 

earlier published values. The addition of Sc had only a minor effect on the etching activation 

energy, and it was the same for the three different Sc0.2Al0.8N films. 
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Figure 22. Arrhenius plots of the vertical etch rates of AlN and three different Sc0.2Al0.8N films 

at temperatures of about 80, 60, 40 and 21 °C with lines fitted to the data points. 

For 1 µm AlN films, a minimum etch time of 30 s was required to fully remove the film at 

80 °C. For Sc0.2Al0.8N, the time was 5 min. At 21 °C, the times were 30 min and 6 h, 

respectively. For the Sc0.2Al0.8N films annealed at 700 °C (but not at 550 °C), the removal rate 

of the cones was reduced at low etching temperatures. At an etching temperature of 80 °C, 

annealing did not affect the etching of the cones, and the full film removal time was still 5 min. 

However, at 21 °C, the time required to etch all cones was increased to approximately 12 h.  

The etch rate of Sc0.2Al0.8N was very uniform across the entire wafer with samples deposited 

later with more optimized conditions (Figure 23 F1). Films deposited with less optimized 

conditions (F2 and F3) had sometimes significant nonuniformity in the etch rate across the 

wafer.  
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Figure 23. Vertical etch rates at different radii from the wafer centre for three different 

Sc0.2Al0.8N films etched at 21 °C. 

 

10.3. Lateral etching of AlN with TMAH 

Lateral etching of AlN was tested with five different masks: Mo-1, Mo-2, Mo-3, SiO2 and SiNx. 

Table 4 summarizes the results. Sidewall angle of the AlN film after etching with TMAH was 

always 57–59 °, which corresponds to the {10‑1‑1} planes (Figure 24a, b). Conical structures 

formed by these planes were also visible on the sidewall after etching (Figure 24c). 

Mo-1 and Mo-2 process were studied first, as they were previously established processes with 

the older CS 730 S sputtering tool. Mo-1 process was used as a baseline process, and it was 

known to perform poorly. With the Mo-1 mask, the lateral etch rate of AlN with 80 °C TMAH 

was 7.5 nm/s, which resulted in heavy undercutting (Figure 24a). Mo-2 was an optimization of 

the Mo-1 process, where a 25 nm SiNx adhesion layer was added to reduce the undercutting. 

With the Mo-2 mask, the lateral etch rate was only 0.50 nm/s (Figure 24b). 
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Figure 24. (a) AlN with Mo-1 and (b) Mo-2 mask etched for 2 min at 80 °C. The structure in 

(b) includes an additional SiO2 passivation layer. (c) Etched AlN sidewall viewed from the 

front. 

Unexpected results occurred when the study was extended to the Mo-3, SiO2 and SiNx masks. 

Compared to the Mo-1 mask, the lateral etch rate with the Mo-3 mask was lower at 2.1–3.1 nm/s 

with some variation between different samples. Even more surprisingly, with the SiO2 and SiNx 

masks, the lateral etch rates were 2.8 and 5.0 nm/s, respectively. For the SiNx mask, this was 

ten times larger than expected based on the Mo-2 mask, indicating that the SiNx layer in the 

Mo-2 mask did not reduce the lateral etching in itself. Instead, somehow the Mo deposition was 

able to reduce the lateral etch rate when it was done on the thin SiNx layer. 

Using thermal annealing for reducing lateral etching was explored with Mo-3, SiO2 and SiNx 

masks. Annealing at 450 °C reduced the lateral etch rate with the SiO2 mask to 1.1 nm/s. 
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Annealing at 550 °C with the Mo-3 mask reduced the lateral etch rate to 0.95 nm/s and with the 

SiO2 mask, the lateral etch rate was further reduced to 0.39 nm/s. Annealing at 700 °C reduced 

the etch rate to negligible with the Mo-3 and SiO2 masks, and with the SiNx mask the etch rate 

was noticeable but small at about 0.2 nm/s. Annealing did not affect the stress of the AlN films 

significantly. 

Table 4. Lateral etch rates (nm/s) of AlN with different mask materials without and with 

annealing. Etching was done at 80 °C for 3 min (a 2 min). 

 Mo-1 Mo-2 Mo-3 SiO2 SiNx 

As deposited 7.5a 0.50a 2.1–3.1 2.8 5.0 

Annealed at 450 °C    1.1  

Annealed at 550 °C   0.95 0.39  

Annealed at 700 °C   0 0 0.22 

 

Based on the results with the annealed SiNx mask, the decrease in the lateral etching with the 

Mo-2 mask compared to the bare SiNx mask was likely due to local heating of the film surface 

during the pre-deposition cleaning or the Mo deposition itself. As such, there was little benefit 

from depositing a thin SiNx layer before a Mo mask, unless it could be locally heated somehow. 

Therefore, the use of a SiNx adhesion layer was not investigated with the CLN 200. 

It is noted that with the SiO2 mask the lateral etch was the same regardless if the annealing was 

done before depositing the mask, after depositing the mask, or after patterning the mask. 

However, with the Mo-3 mask, only annealing before mask etching was effective. Upon 

annealing a patterned Mo mask even at 550 °C, the edge of the Mo became damaged leading 

to increased lateral etching (Figure 25). 

The effective lateral etching activation energy of AlN was determined to explore the possibility 

of reducing the lateral etching by using a lower etching temperature. The term “effective” is 

used as the activation energy of lateral etching depended on the mask deposition process as 

shown later. Therefore, it was not an intrinsic material property. With the Mo-3 mask, the 

effective lateral etching activation energy was 66±5 kJ/mol (Figure 26). This was slightly 

higher compared to the activation energy for the vertical etching. By lowering the etching 

temperature from 80 to 21 °C, the selectivity of vertical etching to lateral etching was 

approximately doubled, meaning that the undercut could be halved. 
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Figure 25. AlN with a Mo mask which was etched and annealed at 700 °C resulting in damage 

to the edge and increased lateral etching. 

 

Figure 26. Lateral etch rates of two AlN films with Mo-3 masks at temperatures of about 80, 

60, 40 and 21 °C. 

The lateral etch rate of AlN had a significant time dependence. Lateral etching did not start 

immediately, but only after tens of seconds at 80 °C and tens of minutes at 21 °C. With short 

etching times the lateral etching was much less than indicated in Table 4. With the Mo-3 and 

SiO2 masks, the lateral etching was found to be negligible at 30 s and only 50 nm at 60 s (Figure 

27). With longer etching times, the lateral etching rate remained constant (2.8 nm/s with 10 min 
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etching at 80 °C). Due to this time dependence, patterning 1 µm AlN films with minimal 

undercut was possible without annealing by choosing the minimal etch time required for the 

film removal (30 s at 80 °C or 30 min at 21 °C). 

 

Figure 27. AlN with Mo-3 mask after etching for (a) 30 s and (b) 3 min at 80 °C. 

Finally, poor AlN film quality was observed to increase the lateral etch rate of AlN. In a set of 

experiments where AlN was deposited almost immediately after changing the sputtering target 

to Al, the film quality was very poor. With these films the lateral etch rates were up to 22 nm/s 

with the SiO2 mask even after annealing at 550 °C (Figure 28). 

 

Figure 28. Poor-quality AlN film with the SiO2 mask annealed at 550 °C and etched at 80 °C 

for 3 min. 
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10.4. Lateral etching of Sc0.2Al0.8N with TMAH 

Although the vertical etch rate of Sc0.2Al0.8N was about ten times lower compared to AlN, the 

lateral etch rate was very similar. For this reason the lateral etching was studied in much more 

detail with Sc0.2Al0.8N. A total of 11 different masks were used to further examine how the 

lateral etching was affected by the mask material, its deposition technique, surface oxidation of 

the Sc0.2Al0.8N film and surface damage induced by a plasma cleaning step. Table 5 summarizes 

the results with the differently deposited Mo masks and Table 6 summarizes the results with 

the other mask materials. 

First, the Mo-1 and Mo-2 masks were studied for reference. With them, the lateral etch rate of 

Sc0.2Al0.8N was 6.0 and 0.66 nm/s, respectively. The effects of surface oxidation and surface 

damage to the etching of Sc0.2Al0.8N were further studied with the Mo-3–7 masks. The Mo-3 

process was the standard process for depositing the Mo top electrode/mask with the CLN 200, 

and it included exposing the Sc0.2Al0.8N film to air after deposition but applying a 30 s plasma 

clean before the Mo deposition. With this mask, the lateral etch rate varied from 1.2 to 2.7 nm/s. 

Increasing the plasma clean time to 150 s in the Mo-4 process yielded a lateral etch rate of 

1.1 nm/s, and omitting it in the Mo-5 process resulted in a lateral etch rate of 2.2 nm/s. 

Sc0.2Al0.8N films were also deposited so that the Mo mask was deposited immediately 

afterwards without breaking vacuum. This was done with and without the plasma cleaning. 

When the plasma cleaning was included in the Mo-6 process, the lateral etch rate was 2.7 nm/s, 

which was similar to the Sc0.2Al0.8N films which had been exposed to air. However, when the 

plasma clean was omitted in the Mo-7 process, the lateral etch rate was only 0.37 nm/s (Figure 

30a).  

Together, these results suggest that the lateral etch rate was significantly increased by both 

surface oxidation of Sc0.2Al0.8N caused by the exposure to air, and by surface damage caused 

by a plasma cleaning step. A harsher cleaning step in the Mo-1 process caused increased lateral 

etching compared to the gentler cleaning in the Mo-3 process. Although the lateral etch rate 

was similar for the Mo-5 mask which included only the exposure to air, and for the Mo-6 mask 

which included only the surface cleaning with a plasma, this was likely a coincidence and the 

main cause for the lateral etching was different. 
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Table 5. The lateral etch rates (nm/s) of Sc0.2Al0.8N with differently deposited Mo masks with 

and without annealing. Etching was done at 80 °C for 5 min. 

 Mo-1 Mo-2 Mo-3 Mo-4 Mo-5 Mo-6 Mo-7 

As deposited 6.0 0.66 1.2–2.7 1.1 2.2 2.7 0.36 

Annealed at 550 °C   0.73–1.2     

Annealed at 625 °C   1.5     

Annealed at 700 °C   0.53   0.60 0.45 

Annealed at 900 °C   1.3     

 

The lateral etching of Sc0.2Al0.8N with the Mo-3 and Mo-6 masks was reduced by thermal 

annealing. Annealing at 550 °C halved the lateral etch rate with the Mo-3 mask but annealing 

at 625 °C did not reduce the lateral etch rate any further. Annealing at 700 °C reduced the lateral 

etch rate to 0.53–0.60 nm/s with both Mo-3 and Mo-6 masks, whereas with the Mo-7 mask the 

lateral etch rate was slightly increased to 0.45 nm/s. Annealing at 900 °C caused grain 

coarsening in the Mo-3 mask, which increased the lateral etch rate (Figure 29b). 

 

Figure 29. Sc0.2Al0.8N with a Mo mask annealed at 900 °C resulting in Mo grain coarsening and 

increased lateral etch rate. 

The effective lateral etching activation energy was 63±5 kJ/mol with the Mo-3 mask (Figure 

30c) both as deposited and after annealing at 550 °C. This was very close to the activation 

energy of the vertical etching, and the selectivity could not be increased by reducing the etching 

temperature. Thermal annealing at 700 °C increased the effective lateral etching activation 

energy to 77±5 kJ/mol with the Mo-3 mask. However, as annealing at 700 °C also increased 

the full film removal time at low etching temperatures, decreasing the etching temperature could 

not be used for reducing the lateral etching any further. Instead, the increased effective lateral 
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etching activation energy and increased full film removal time were likely linked in this case. 

With the Mo-7 mask, the effective lateral etching activation energy was also 78±5 kJ/mol. In 

this case, the higher activation energy enabled etching the film fully with only 35 nm of 

undercut by using an etching temperature of 21 °C (Figure 30b).  

 

 

Figure 30. Sc0.2Al0.8N with the Mo-7 mask etched at (a) 80 °C for 5 min, (b) 21 °C for 6 h. (c) 

Lateral etch rate of Sc0.2Al0.8N at temperatures of about 80, 60, 40 and 21 °C with the Mo-3 

mask (2 samples), the Mo-3 mask annealed at 550 ° and 700 °C, and the Mo-7 mask. 

Four additional masks were tested for the patterning of Sc0.2Al0.8N films: SiO2 deposited from 

SiH4, SiO2 deposited from TEOS, SiNx, and TiO2. The lateral etch rates with all these masks 

were strikingly similar at 2.0–3.0 nm/s. Also, annealing at 700 °C reduced the lateral etch rate 
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with all the masks to 0.57–0.73 nm/s. SiO2 (SiH4) was additionally tested after annealing at 550 

and 900 °C. Already the lower annealing temperature was enough to reduce the lateral etch rate 

to 0.60 nm/s and annealing at 700 or 900 °C did not produce significantly different results. The 

effective lateral etching activation energy was 68±5 kJ/mol both with the SiO2 (TEOS) mask 

and SiO2 (SiH4) mask annealed at 550 °C, and again it was increased to 77±5 kJ/mol upon 

annealing at 700 °C (Figure 31).  

Table 6. Lateral etch rates (nm/s) of Sc0.2Al0.8N with different mask materials at 80 °C with 

5 min etch time. 

 SiO2 (SiH4) SiO2 (TEOS) SiNx TiO2 

As deposited 2.0‑2.4 1.9 2.5 3.0 

Annealed at 550 °C 0.60    

Annealed at 700 °C 0.60 0.73 0.57 0.73 

Annealed at 900 °C 0.53    

 

 

Figure 31. Lateral etch rates of Sc0.2Al0.8N at temperatures of about 80, 60, 40 and 21 °C with 

the SiO2 (TEOS) mask as-deposited and annealed at 700 °C, and the SiO2 (SiH4) mask annealed 

at 550 °C.  
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Thermal annealing caused significant compressive stress to Sc0.2Al0.8N films (Figure 32). 

Annealing at 550 °C changed the stress by –80 MPa, annealing at 700 °C changed the film 

stress by –350 to –500 MPa and annealing at 900 °C changed it by approximately –800 MPa. 

As a reference, the film stress after deposition should preferably be in the range of ±100 MPa, 

meaning that the stress caused by annealing at 700 °C would be unacceptable in many 

applications. 

 

Figure 32. Stress changes of Sc0.2Al0.8N films at different annealing temperatures. 

The sidewall angles of the etched Sc0.2Al0.8N structures followed the crystalline planes, but it 

also partially depended on the lateral etch rate. With the non-annealed films, the sidewall angle 

was 56–58° corresponding to the {10–1–1} planes (Figure 33a). With annealed films, the 

sidewall angle was steeper at 75–80° (Figure 33b, c). From the front, etched Sc0.2Al0.8N films 

exhibited a more columnar and less conical structure (Figure 33c) compared to AlN (Figure 

24c). Together with the more even vertical etching, the variation in sidewall angle suggests that 

the {10–1–1} planes of Sc0.2Al0.8N do not have such low surface energy compared to the other 

planes under these conditions as is the case with AlN.  
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Figure 33.  (a) Sc0.2Al0.8N with the SiO2 mask etched at 80 °C for 5 min. Sc0.2Al0.8N with the 

Mo-3 mask annealed at 700 °C and etched at (b) 80 °C for 5 min, and (c) 40 °C for 90 min. (d) 

Annealed and etched Sc0.2Al0.8N viewed from the front. 

The lateral etching of Sc0.2Al0.8N also exhibited some time dependence, although it was weaker 

compared to AlN. The lateral etching started once the vertical etching of the film was finished, 

meaning about 40 s at 80 °C.  

The uniformity of the lateral etching was also examined. With the SiO2 and annealed Mo-3 

masks, the lateral etch rate did not vary at different positions on the substrate. However, with 

the as-deposited Mo-3 masks, the lateral etch rate increased with increasing distance from the 

wafer centre, nearly doubling in the worst case (Figure 34). This was likely due to 

nonuniformity in the plasma cleaning step. In all cases, the standard deviation of measurements 

made from the same area was typically around 5% indicating little local variation. 
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Figure 34. The lateral etching of Sc0.2Al0.8N with the Mo-3 mask at different radii from wafer 

centre for two different samples. Etching temperature was 80 °C and time was 5 min. 

 

10.5. TOF-ERDA and SIMS measurements 

Surface oxidation of Sc0.2Al0.8N was examined with a combination of TOF-ERDA and SIMS. 

In TOF-ERDA, a sample is bombarded with heavy and very high energy ions at a shallow angle. 

These ions penetrate micrometres into the sample and collide elastically with sample atoms 

causing them to recoil. The time-of-flight and energy of these recoiled atoms is measured which 

yields their mass as a function of energy. The atoms lose energy as they travel through the 

sample which allows calculating the depth profiles of the elements. TOF-ERDA gives the 

elemental composition quantitively and accurately to depths of several hundreds of nanometres, 

and it can measure all elements including hydrogen. It is an extremely powerful analytical 

technique, but it requires a specialized high-energy particle accelerator making it scarcely 

available. 

In SIMS, a sample is sputtered with an ion beam. Some of the sputtered material is ionized, and 

those ions are measured. SIMS does not give quantitative information about the elements, as 
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their probability of ionization depends on the matrix. SIMS also enables depth profiling, and it 

has higher sensitivity compared to TOF-ERDA. 

The samples were from the same wafers as used for the etching experiments, meaning they 

were patterned. However, this did not have any significant impact on the results. A Sc0.2Al0.8N 

reference sample and Mo-5/Sc0.2Al0.8N were measured with TOF-ERDA, as they were expected 

to have higher concentrations of oxygen compared to the other samples. SIMS was used to 

measure the Sc0.2Al0.8N reference sample, as well as Sc0.2Al0.8N with the Mo-3 (2 samples), 

Mo-5 (as deposited and annealed at 550 °C), Mo-6 and Mo-7 masks. The Mo-5 samples were 

taken from the same wafer meaning the annealing was done after film patterning. Therefore, 

the etching results of the 550 °C annealed Mo-5 sample are lacking.  

The TOF-ERDA measurements showed little impurities in the Sc0.2Al0.8N and Mo films, except 

on the film surface. The Sc0.2Al0.8N film had only 19.2±0.3 % Sc compared to the 20 atom-% 

expected and the ratio of (Al+Sc)/N was 0.97 (Table 7). The Sc0.2Al0.8N surface had much 

higher oxygen concentration, corresponding to approximately 7 nm of surface oxide with both 

samples (Figure 35a, b). 

Table 7. TOF-ERDA measurement results of a reference Sc0.2Al0.8N film with the surface 

excluded, and surface impurity concentrations.  

 
film (atom-%) surface (1015 atoms/cm2) 

Al 39.53±0.15 
 

N 50.4±0.2 
 

Sc 9.41±0.12 
 

H 0.24±0.03 5.16 

O 0.37±0.03 32.14 

C <0.01 0.11 
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Figure 35. TOF-ERDA elemental depth profiles of (a) a Sc0.2Al0.8N film and (b) 

Mo-5/Sc0.2Al0.8N sample. 

Figure 36  shows raw data of the SIMS measurements of Sc0.2Al0.8N with the Mo-5 and Mo-7 

masks. The Mo-5/Sc0.2Al0.8N sample showed strong oxygen peak at the Mo/Sc0.2Al0.8N 

interface. There was also increased amounts of hydrogen and carbon at the interface, and a 

strong fluorine peak. However, this was an equal sample to the one analysed by TOF-ERDA, 

which did not show any fluorine, and therefore the fluorine concentration was assumed to be 

negligible. The SIMS measurements did not give any substantial Mo-signal from the Mo-layer 

and only a small Mo-peak was seen on the Mo/Sc0.2Al0.8N interface.  

The SIMS results were further analysed by normalising them with the bulk Al-signal of the 

respective samples. With the Mo-3 and Mo-5 masks, the Al-signal increased slower compared 

to the Mo-6 and Mo-7 masks (Figure 37a). This was likely due to reduced sputtering rate of the 

interface oxide. Despite the plasma clean included in the Mo-3 process, both Mo-3 samples had 

high amounts of oxide at Mo/Sc0.2Al0.8N interface (Figure 37b). First sample, which also had a 

high lateral etch rate of 2.7 nm/s, had approximately half of the oxide compared to the Mo-5 

sample. Second Mo-3 sample with a lateral etch rate of only 1.1 nm/s had approximately one 

quarter of the oxide compared to the Mo-5 mask. This difference in the interface oxide may be 

an explanation for the varying etch rates with the Mo-3 masks. With the Mo-6 and Mo-7 masks 

there was only very minor interface oxide demonstrating that the plasma cleaning did not cause 

significant additional oxidation.  
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Figure 36. SIMS elemental depth profiles of Sc0.2Al0.8N with (a) Mo-5 and (b) Mo-7 masks. 

With most samples, there was little excess hydrogen at the interface compared to the bulk of 

the film (Figure 37c). A clear hydrogen peak was only seen with the Mo-5 mask. However, 

there might have also been excess hydrogen with the Mo-3 samples if the peak was masked by 

the oxide layer and reduced sputtering rate. The Mo-3 sample with high lateral etch rate had 

much higher amount of hydrogen compared to the other samples, but this could be due to 
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measurement error as it was the first sample measured. Annealing at 550 °C reduced the 

hydrogen concentration with the Mo-5 mask by about 75 %.  

  

 

Figure 37. (a) Normalized Al-signal, (b) O-signal, and (c) H-signal of the different samples 

measured with SIMS. 

 

10.6. Etching of AlN and Sc0.2Al0.8N with H3PO4 and H2SO4 

Etching of AlN and Sc0.2Al0.8N films with the Mo-3 and SiO2 masks was also studied with 85 % 

(14.8 mol/l) H3PO4 and 4.5 mol/l H2SO4 at 80 °C. Etching of both films was significantly 

slower with the acidic solutions compared to the TMAH.  Table 8 summarizes the results of the 

acid etching. 

With H3PO4, the etch rate of AlN was about 8–9 nm/s. Etching AlN with a Mo-3 mask for 

10 min resulted in the film being completely removed, and the resulting undercut was 50 nm or 

less. With 1 h etching time the undercut was about 1 µm, which corresponds to a lateral etch 

rate of 0.28 nm/s. Again, there was significant time dependence as with the short time the lateral 
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etching was smaller than expected based on the lateral etch rate with the longer time. The SiO2 

mask did not perform as well and it had a lateral etch rate of 1.2 nm/s, which resulted in 700 nm 

undercut in 10 minutes.  

The vertical etch rate of Sc0.2Al0.8N with H3PO4 was about 3 nm/s, and with the Mo-3 mask, 

the lateral etch rate was 5.4 nm/s. The undercut would have been approximately 10 µm for the 

time required to completely etch the film (Figure 38). With the SiO2 mask, the lateral etch rate 

was still 50 % higher at 8.3 nm/s. Thermal annealing at 700 °C reduced the lateral etch rate with 

Mo-3 to 1.6 nm/s and with SiO2 to 0.68 nm/s. 

Etching with 4.5 mol/l H2SO4 was still 10–20 times slower compared to the H3PO4. With AlN, 

removal of the visible film took approximately 30 minutes, corresponding to an etch rate of 

0.5 nm/s. Lateral etch rates were 0.017 nm/s with the Mo-3 and 0.05 nm/s with the SiO2 masks. 

For Sc0.2Al0.8N, the vertical etch rate was 0.31 nm/s and the lateral etch rate was 0.28 nm/s with 

the Mo-3 mask.  

Table 8. Summary of acid etching of 1 µm AlN and Sc0.2Al0.8N films. (aValues were estimated 

by extrapolating from the experimental data, bsidewall angle in the annealed sample). 

 Mo-3/AlN SiO2/AlN Mo-3/ 

Sc0.2Al0.8N 

SiO2/ 

Sc0.2Al0.8N 

H3PO4 vertical etch rate (nm/s) 8.3 8.3 2.8 2.8 

Full film removal time (min) 10 10 30a 30a 

Undercut with full film removal (nm) 50  700 10000a 15000a 

Sidewall angle (°) 55 55 44b 46b 

H2SO4 vertical etch rate (nm/s) 0.5 0.5 0.28  

Full film removal time (min) 180a 180a 300a  

Undercut with full film removal (nm) 180a 540a 5500a  

Sidewall angle (°) 40 40 26  
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Figure 38. Sc0.2Al0.8N film etched with H3PO4 for 20 min resulting in large lateral etching. 

Surprisingly, the sidewall angles were different compared to the TMAH etching. When AlN 

was etched with H3PO4, the sidewall angle was approximately 54–56 ° (Figure 39a), so slightly 

smaller compared to TMAH. With H2SO4, the angle was noticeably smaller at approximately 

40 ° (Figure 39b). With Sc0.2Al0.8N, the angles were approximately 30 and 25–27 ° for H3PO4 

and H2SO4, respectively (Figure 38, Figure 39c). With H3PO4, the shallow sidewall was likely 

caused by the very high lateral etch rate, as with the annealed samples the sidewall was steeper 

at 42‑48 °. This is also seen in Figure 38 where the cones have steeper sidewalls compared to 

the masked material.  However, with H2SO4 the small sidewall angle of 25–27 ° occurred both 

at the mask edges as well as at the cones.  
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Figure 39. AlN etched with (a) H3PO4 for 10 min, (b) H2SO4 for 90 min, and (c) Sc0.2Al0.8N 

etched with H2SO4 for 30 min. 

 

10.7. Scandium residue 

Scandium is poorly soluble in alkaline solutions which led to the deposition of ScOx(OH)y-

residue on the wafer surface (Figure 40). The composition of the residue was investigated with 

EDX, but the stoichiometry could not be determined. The residue was measured to contain only 

scandium and oxygen, as hydrogen cannot be measured with EDX.  

All experiments where the residue deposition was investigated were conducted at 80 °C. The 

residue deposition depended significantly on the sample size and the rinsing of the samples. 

With smaller 1/8 wafer pieces, deposition was rarely observed. However, with full wafers, the 

residue was consistently observed on most samples. When a dump rinse was used, which 

quickly drained and refilled the rinsing bath, large amount of residue was deposited on the lower 

side of the wafer. Rinsing by overflowing the bath with water coming from the bottom resulted 

in much less residue. The residue could not be avoided with strong stirring during the etching. 

The amount of the residue did not depend on the amount of scandium already present in the 
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TMAH solution. The residue could be partially removed by etching the sample again with 

TMAH for a short time (30 s) indicating that the residue was slightly soluble in TMAH. 

 

Figure 40. ScOx(OH)y-residue on a wafer surface after etching and (a) dump rinse or (b) 

overflow rinse. (c) Cross-sectional image of etched Sc0.2Al0.8N with an uniform 150 nm thick 

ScOx(OH)y layer.  

The use of chelation was tested for preventing the residue deposition by adding EDTA to the 

TMAH. However, even with a large excess of EDTA, it did not form a strong enough chelate 

with Sc and there still was significant residue deposition. Therefore, a separate cleaning step 

was developed instead. The ScOx(OH)y-residue was easily soluble even in weakly acidic 

solutions. Its removal was tested with the following solutions: 1 % HF, buffered HF (1:7 

solution of 50 % HF and 45 % NH4F), 0.1 % HCl, 0.1 % H3PO4 and the standard cleaning 

solution 1 (SC-1, 1:1:5 solution of 25 % NH4OH, 30 % H2O2, and DI water). All acids dissolved 

the residue within seconds or minutes at room temperature, but the SC-1 solution had no effect. 
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11. Discussion and conclusions 

Etching of ScxAl1-xN presents challenges for both wet and dry etching techniques. Many of the 

issues related to the wet etching were investigated in the experimental work, and techniques for 

high-fidelity patterning of ScxAl1-xN were developed. 

 

11.1. Discussion on results 

The anisotropic wet etching of AlN and Sc0.2Al0.8N films deposited with reactive magnetron 

sputtering was analysed with three etchants: TMAH, H3PO4 and H2SO4. TMAH performed 

clearly the best, and the etching process was further developed with it. The etching was 

investigated with several different etch masks to identify the mechanisms of mask undercutting 

during the etching. The masks were Mo deposited by sputtering, SiO2 and SiNx deposited with 

PECVD, and TiO2 deposited with ALD. 

The addition of Sc to AlN changed the etching of the material significantly and reduced the 

etch rate. This could be due to the lower solubility of Sc, but also due to microstructural effects, 

such as accumulation of Sc at the grain boundaries. With TMAH at 80 °C, etching through the 

1 µm AlN film took only 3 s corresponding to an etch rate of 300 nm/s. Etching of Sc0.2Al0.8N 

was about ten times slower at 20–30 nm/s. During etching, AlN formed steep cones very 

rapidly, while the etching of Sc0.2Al0.8N was even, except for the cones formed around AOGs.  

Removing all cones took approximately ten times longer than etching through the film with 

both materials. The etch rates and full film removal times measured for AlN and Sc0.2Al0.8N 

were comparable to those reported previously. 

In this work, cones occurred only around AOGs during the etching of Sc0.2Al0.8N films. 

However, a previous study found the etching behaviour of ScxAl1-xN to be similar to AlN.18 

There occurred a much higher number of cones which were not linked to AOGs. This indicates 

that there may be other mechanisms that result in cone formation during the etching of 

ScxAl1-xN. 

The more even etching with Sc0.2Al0.8N compared to AlN indicated lower chemical stability 

and surface energy of the {10–1–1} planes in relation to the other crystalline planes. Also, the 

sidewall angle could be controlled to some degree by controlling the lateral etch rate, and it was 

not limited to 59 ° like with AlN.  
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Due to the formation of the cones, determining the etch rate of AlN is nearly meaningless. The 

time required for full film removal is a more meaningful measure, as it represents the actual 

time to etch the film. However, for Sc0.2Al0.8N, also the etch rate also yields some meaningful 

information as the film is etched evenly for the most part. 

The rate of mask undercutting was similar with both AlN and Sc0.2Al0.8N at 2–3 nm/s with most 

masks when etched with TMAH at 80 °C. This resulted in lateral etching of 600–900 nm with 

Sc0.2Al0.8N, while the issue was much smaller with AlN due to the faster vertical etch rate. Best 

results with a lateral etch rate of 0.36 nm/s were obtained when a Mo mask was deposited on 

Sc0.2Al0.8N so that the Sc0.2Al0.8N was not exposed to air or ion bombardment. 

The results on the lateral etching of AlN and Sc0.2Al0.8N indicate there being two mechanisms 

behind it: surface modification of the AlN or Sc0.2Al0.8N film by oxidation or damage due to a 

plasma cleaning process. With the Mo-1, Mo-3, Mo-4 and Mo-6 masks, the lateral etching was 

mostly caused by surface damage, while oxidation was to blame with all other masks. TOF-

ERDA showed a 7 nm oxide layer on untreated Sc0.2Al0.8N. When no plasma cleaning was used, 

the mask material or its deposition technique likely had very little effect on the oxide, which 

explains the similarity of the lateral etch rates.  

When a plasma cleaning process was used with the aim of removing the interface oxide, it 

caused surface damage to the AlN or Sc0.2Al0.8N film resulting in increased lateral etching. The 

lateral etch rate was increased more with heavier ion bombardment, and the best results 

occurred when all surface modifications were eliminated in the Mo-7 process. These results 

were further backed by SIMS measurements. With the Mo-6 mask, no additional oxidation was 

caused by the plasma clean compared to the Mo-7 mask which confirms ion bombardment as 

the cause. Also, the SIMS measurements indicated that a short plasma cleaning step was not 

sufficient for removing all the surface oxide. More work is needed to develop a plasma cleaning 

process that would remove all surface oxide on ScxAl1-xN while resulting in minimal surface 

damage. 

Thermal annealing after the mask deposition was an effective technique for reducing the lateral 

etching by up to a factor of five. Again, the lateral etch rates after annealing were very similar 

with different mask materials. With the SiO2 masks where the film was exposed to air but no 

ion bombardment, annealing at 550 °C hardened the interface oxide to etching. However, 

annealing at 700 °C was required to negate the effect of the surface damage with the AlN and 

Sc0.2Al0.8N films exposed to ion bombardment. No further improvement occurred with 
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annealing at higher temperatures. The hydrogen concentration of the Sc0.2Al0.8N film with the 

Mo-5 mask was reduced by the annealing, which might have been indicative of hardening of 

the oxide. Unfortunately, the lateral etch rate of Sc0.2Al0.8N film with the 550 °C annealed Mo-

5 mask could not be investigated. It is expected that etching behaviour of Sc0.2Al0.8N with an 

annealed Mo-5 mask would have been similar to the annealed SiO2 mask. 

Based on the results, using a two-layer mask with an adhesion layer below a Mo mask should 

not offer any benefits. The adhesion layer would protect the surface and native oxide on the 

AlN or ScxAl1-xN from any ion bombardment, meaning it should be equivalent to the Mo-5 

process where the plasma cleaning was not applied.  

Thermal annealing of Sc0.2Al0.8N caused large compressive stress in the film, especially at 

700 °C, while no such changes occurred with AlN. This was quite surprising, as annealing could 

be expected to cause the films to become denser and result in tensile stress. It is unknown why 

exactly the stress was developed. In a previous study, the lattice constant c of sputtered 

ScxAl1‑xN on sapphire was found to decrease with thermal annealing.93 However, the lattice 

constant a did not change, and the stress did not change significantly when ScxAl1-xN on Si was 

annealed.93 Still, it is possible that annealing changed the lattice constant a of the films used in 

this work. 

Unexpectedly, the acidic etchants had about ten times higher lateral etch rates with Sc0.2Al0.8N 

compared to AlN. This was in stark contrast to the TMAH, where the lateral etch rates were 

very close. While this means that Sc0.2Al0.8N cannot be effectively patterned with acids, the 

high lateral etch rate could enable some niche applications with ScxAl1-xN as a sacrificial layer. 

H3PO4 is a poor etchant for nearly all other materials in MEMS manufacturing, but it etched 

Sc0.2Al0.8N laterally at a rate of over 8 nm/s. 

Etching Sc0.2Al0.8N with TMAH often resulted in the deposition of ScOx(OH)y -residue on the 

wafer surface. Using an overflow rinse resulted in lower residue deposition compared to using 

a dump rinse. The residue was also partially dissolved with repeated etching in TMAH. This 

indicated that the residue deposition occurred during the rinsing. Likely, the Sc-ions were 

trapped at the boundary layer during the TMAH etching. A possible mechanism was that due 

to the poor solubility of Sc, it formed a ScOx(OH)y(H2O)z gel layer which did not prevent the 

etching but prevented the diffusion of the Sc-ions away from near the wafer surface. 

Experiments regarding the residue deposition were only done at 80 °C meaning that using a 

lower etching temperature could also affect the residue deposition.  
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Chelation with EDTA was found not to be effective due to the very alkaline conditions 

favouring the formation of ScOx(OH)y over the EDTA complex. Using stronger chelation 

agents may prevent the precipitation of Sc, but this was not tested as an acid cleaning step was 

determined to be more practical and reliable. 

 

11.2. Designing an etching process 

Choosing the right etchant is the first step in development of an AlN or ScxAl1-xN etching 

process. Overall, TMAH was a much better etchant compared to H3PO4
 or H2SO4. It offered a 

much higher vertical etch rate and higher selectivity between vertical and lateral etching. Based 

on this, also NaOH and KOH are potential candidates for etching of AlN and ScxAl1-xN. 

However, they cause alkali metal contamination which can be intolerable. On the other hand, 

they are cheaper and not toxic like TMAH. 

Secondly, the etching time needs to be optimized to be as short as possible while still removing 

the film. Also, a lower film thickness enables faster removal of the film resulting in less 

undercut. For some applications, removing all of the cones may not be necessary, which would 

also allow shortening the etching time.  

The activation energies for lateral and vertical etching were similar in most cases with both AlN 

and Sc0.2Al0.8N. Therefore, the etching temperature can often be chosen freely with little effect 

on the undercut if the etching time is adjusted accordingly. Lower etching temperature is 

beneficial for the lifetime of the etching solution and power consumption. 

The quality of the AlN or ScxAl1-xN film is important not only for the piezoelectric properties, 

but also for the etching characteristics. With AlN, the lateral etch rate of the film was increased 

if the film quality was very poor. However, these films would also likely be unsuitable for 

device applications. With ScxAl1-xN, the more AOGs the film had, the more cones were formed. 

If the number of AOGs is minimized, it could enable reducing the etching time.  

The mask material and its deposition technique are relatively unimportant for minimising the 

lateral etching. More important factors are surface oxidation of the AlN or ScxAl1‑xN film, ion 

bombardment before the mask deposition and the deposition temperature of the mask. Increased 

deposition temperature would likely act like an annealing, while ion bombardment was 

demonstrated to cause surface damage and increase lateral etching. In an optimal process, 
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exposing the AlN and ScxAl1-xN to both air and ion bombardment should be avoided before the 

etch mask deposition. 

Thermal annealing was an effective method for reducing undercutting with both AlN and 

Sc0.2Al0.8N films regardless of the mask material. Additionally, annealing has been shown to 

enhance the piezoelectric properties of ScxAl1-xN, which makes adding an annealing step even 

more attractive.61,93–96 The annealing temperature should be optimized for minimizing the 

lateral etching while maximizing the piezoelectric response. Still, the generation of stress must 

be avoided. Also, compressive stress is often more disadvantageous than tensile stress, as it is 

more likely to cause buckling and collapse of thin devices. 

The possible appearance of ScOx(OH)y residue must be considered. The rinsing should be 

optimized for minimal residue deposition but additional cleaning may still be required. A 

preferential option may be rinsing the wafers with acid immediately after the alkaline etchant, 

as this could avoid any possibility of generating particles during the rinsing step.  

One technique for avoiding the limitations of both RIE and wet etching is to combine them. 

ScxAl1-xN can first be etched with RIE almost through, and then the etching can be finished 

with wet etching. By this way, overetching to the bottom material during RIE is avoided, while 

the wet etching time is significantly reduced resulting in lower undercutting. Figure 41 

demonstrates this method for patterning AlN. 

 

Figure 41. The AlN film was etched first with RIE to a thickness of 300 nm and was finished 

with TMAH. The RIE was done with a LAM 9600 ICP etcher using Cl2/BCl3 plasma. 

There are still many questions that should be studied before wet etching is used for patterning 

AlN or ScxAl1-xN in applications where the lateral etching needs to be minimal. Firstly, the 

effect of the scandium concentration on the etch rate should be studied. Secondly, for device 
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applications, AlN or ScxAl1-xN are typically deposited on a metal bottom electrode. This could 

affect the etching of the film and formation of cones. Thirdly, the annealing temperature should 

be optimized for minimizing the lateral etch rate while also optimizing the stress change and 

piezoelectric properties. Moreover, the origin of stress change during annealing of ScxAl1-xN 

should be studied with varying x and different substrates. 
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